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Clayton, Union County, N. M.

Vol. XI X.

?
ZU Clayton enterprise
Friday.
Bobt. Q. Palmor, Ecjitor and Publisher.
Louisa Oliver, Aoci ate Editor.
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Delegate

ti'ongress

.

M'h,',
SwfHHrv

W. Raynolds.,

tb milit
Assessors and
court
supreme
our
take notice that
that,
deride-recently
lias
assessors haw. not bwn
entitled to any coininission Hpon
.the liquor and Kamiiifi lict'iisi'S
ince theHiactment of diapler MR
of the Session Laws of K01 and
that the Treasurers have not Urn
entitled to any commission" upon
such licenses until mini- - the pas- eue of of Chapter (X). of VM-- .
The opinion was handed down
iu the cases of Sandoval mid Hub-belrespectively Assessor, and
Treasurer of Bernalillo county, ys,
'
the Board of County Commission- ;
rsrand is one of the most important constructions of the statutes
we have noticed in n lontf while;
and may result in a demand iipou
the above mined couutv oIKeers to
put the people bacK into the jws- cession of their own.
1

l,

.

Joint Statehood

,

paper. We Iiuvk heard the expression "Organic Act' until We are sore,
"nnd sick and w would like that
its Utterance cease; and hear in its
place, the expression, "The Constitution'-. Theorauic act is tattered
and torn, and threadbare and worn
by the efforts of our people to fill-- .
ly comprehend and. tfive a proer
i'onstruction to its recitals. To
live under organic act is un republiand un- can,
Constitution carries with it a
8ii"";e8tion of frmlom ,nd equality,
while Organic act carries tlw idea
of hull a government, and carries
such idea too, to the citizenship of
a country that boasts of "A irovern
inent of the people, for tin- people
and by the people . (ouHtitutiou
means that the pnople shall govern
Organic act signifies that the
people shall le governed.
i
means freedom. Oraiik
act signitiies a coutlition of vassa.
lage. With pur constitution ndopt'
ed. we will receive 2")0 acres of
l.iud out of each township in the
oTate, agKrwgatinga little less than
Hl,0(X),000 acres. With Organic act
woltafe a litthi less than (XXK).and
if we fail to vote the old condition
away, we will have (MX) for a very
long time tc come. Organic Act
is a very old man, feeble, senile
mid with nothing of value to offer
ns.that is.uothing that American
citizens prize. Constitution is a
youth, strong,
- 'and
wholesotue.Hiid he eonii;s to us lteur
lag good gifts. He brings us edu
caiioji, prosperity anil air inuepen
dent citizenship.togetlier with an
ajwlogy for his lethargy in aflowing
us to have remained for half a cen
tury undvr the pernicious ban of
Old Organic Act.
4iet us come together on the 6th
of November, in this year of graoe,
And make the date go down into
the history of our state as the I
noral occasion of Old Organic Act
and let our ballots containing the
words ' F'r Joint Statehood," bo
come his winJing sheet. Upon
the invitation of tin Enterprise
Jour vote is solicited to"Osleme"
'
M?M Organic Acb
Vmeri-can.-

-

Cousti-tutioi-

clean-limbe-

,

d
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""The one hundred and thirtieth anniversary of our Nations Natal
Day was celebrated in Clayton With great enthusiasm by the citizens of Clayton and the hundreds of people froin the neighboring
towns and country who came to celebrate with us. Each incoming
train from Saturday on brought a goodly lot of patriotic citizens aud
the highways were crowded with vehicles all headed for Clayton and
filial with men women and children anxious to pay homage to their
loved country and enjoy the rid lemonade, peanuts and other good
'
things prepared for them by the people of Clayton.
The morning of the Fourth dawned fair and bright with scarcely a
breeze to disturb the decorations or misplace the coiffure of tho ladies
and just enough, cloud to temper the sun's rays. Five thousand ex
pectant people gathered on the streets to witness t,he first event of
the day the paradu, which soon 'came into view lieadixl by the
famous Clayton Band dispensing riational airs, next came the fair
Goddess of our Country's Liberty with hur many subjects ut her feet
singing songs of praise, this float was followed by the "Clayton En
terprise." "The White Swan," "The! First Americans,"' "The Gnardi
an Aneek" "The Lone Star of Texas," "Titania, Queen of the Fair- '
ies," "Cupid," "The Cow Boys." 'vRed While and ' Blue Tandem,"
Comical Rig. Mr "and Mrs. Ekliind, Pink and whiL-- . Mrs. Wheatly,
"Twilight," Comical rig, Howell ErVien. The floajls were beautiful
and reflected great credit on the committee which had them in charge,
"The White Swan" won the prize for the lest decorated sinirle riir,
Clayton Enterprise" best decorated double rig. . Mr. and Mrs,
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Innings
Clayton . . v

that you don t nave to have a pole to reach.
for House .or Buggies, the kind we always bavo bad

....

you know it is good,
Japalac all the..shades made and from the smallest to 'the'
largest cans. Let us tell .you about it.
Liquid Veneer Cleans your furniture doe9 all that is claimed.
)
Alabastine All shades.
Wall Paper The nicest assortment we ever had.
Hammocks Reclining chairs..
Our Scissors and razors are the tWsij that wero ever made.
Any how come and see us,
:

R. W. ISAACS,,

a

2 3. 4.

(
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CLAYTON, N. M.

F7- -

FA W CET1) & DEAN
Wholesale and Retail

t

.r

...

:
Stoves and Ranges t pricos that will sure tit.
Sewing Machines tat are fully guaranteed and at price3

i
vr
.1
.1
-- 1
inuiVUl
fuKiuuu, uie iiiosi cuuucai ng. ,ur, niHy, iiih uiuet
1
"
":
ual.
:V'
The next feature ot the day was the ball gaire between Folsom
and Clayton. v Both sides put up a pretty play and at the close of the
'
game the score stood:
Total
3..

General Merchants,
Tt.

4'

Jb

0t

401

O

4oaV

-

Clay ton,i

7 8 U

0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
3
0:l
01)
0
0
0 0 .1
Folsom...
yAfter the game hundreds of people partook of the barbecue diuner
while others dined at their homes and the various hotels and restau- -

..;0

PHONE No.

N.M.
18.

'

'

'
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;

Eoisom UuinberCo.

rants of th citv.
''
The ruct'8 were called
the irrand .stmd filled' to
overflowing and as many more scattered alwut the'grouuds and in
the carriages.sThe first day's races resulted as follows:
All
300 yard dash, Will Kerr, of Folsom, 1; M. Grippe, of Kenton. 2
Oilp.
Thompson, of Trinidad, 3. Time ltij seeouds.
mile dash, Thompson, of Trinidad, 1: Slack, of Clayton, 2;
8
xmpiemuiiLs, axia
Clarkson, of Oklahoma, 3. Time 38 seconds.
Gallo race won by A. B. Howard.
; ,
The lmll in the evening was a great succiss )uid, despite the im'
mense ctowd. was enjoyed hugely,
pThe greater iwrtion of the crowd remained for the gei ond day and Condensed Report of. The First National Bank of Clayton; N.M.
An nimliTcd to Hid Conipi roller of Currfnejf
enjoyed the second game between Folsom and Clayton which resulted
'
the
At
JiiMe
businsn
VJ06
JS,
in a victory for the Folsom team the score by innings was;
flm of
RESOURCES"
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 J)
.Innings.......
Total.
Loons ami D'm'oiniii..j..:.'.
ClnyfoiK...'w...
0,0 0 0 0 1.0 1 2' ' 4
Orvrdrafls.-.j.- .
't Folsom ..
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4
.!
; . ,J
M'JMl
.
The races on the Fifth resnlted as follows:
t8,4WW
mile dash. Thompson, of Trinidad. 1; Clarkson, of Oklahoma,
Furniture ami Fixture...,,.;
..'., 2,375.9-'
'49,934,112
2; Mny, of May Ranch. 3. Tiuhs 52 3'
Cash and Sight Exchange ..
Saddle horse race, mile dash, Wagner of Clayton, 1; Dennis. of
f313,4MMX.
LIABILITIES
')
Kenton, 2; Detaniore. of Clayton, 3. Time 2 minutes.
mjle-W- ill
Kerr, of Folsouj, 1; Grippe, of Kenton;
; $75,000.00'
Capital Slock
and Jones of 1 A T ranch 2. Tune 2.J 4Circukifion
...
ro,ooo.oq
i.
Boy pony race Lute Allen, of Kenrbn, 1 ; Alvin Alford, of Clay- Drjmitx
177,708,38.
ton, 2; Loyd JliUer. of Clayton, 3; Time 28.
Proflis- Oilier
10,79 U4
Three. eight consolation
of Trinidad. 1; Will Mny,
'
'
'
$313,409.02
of Corrampa, Z; John Hill, of Clayton, 3. Time, 40.
The abore statement is conceit h the best of nnj knowledge.
Tournament North Blnaks, 1; Ernest Thompson. 2; Turbeville,3.
; N. E.s Whitwobth,
Cashieb.
7
.
rings out of 12.
Among the many visitors in our town on the Fourth and Fifth We
ChaIs. A Lavw
'
'
OLIVER ?. EASTER WOOD
'
noted from
LAWYER.
LAND
V
.
FOLSOM.
,
Attorney at Law
Mesdames. Gay lord. Dally, Rhodes. Summers. Shanks. Ferguson,
Office at, Charlton Bnil ltvg,
Clayton,
N. M.
the Misses Alablo and Lloreuce Record, Bird and May James, Ethe! CLAYTON, '".
NEWJMEXICO
Guyer, and lessors. Will Kerr, Clarence Summers, "Dusty" Rhodes,
- O.T.TOOMBS
Charley Drew, Charley Red. Light James, Henry Hood, Will Hitson, Dr .ISABEL D. LANE.
Martinez.
SURGEON
.and
PHYSICIAN
"
'
Attorney at Law
KENTON.
(Sentry C2i:$ J.
.Claude, W ill, Cale and Jim Giles, Jim Wiggins, Geo. Hubbard,
.
Clayton,
N.M.
Office At Residence.
. : .
John and Dick lhorp. H. Blanchard, A. McKeuzie and wife, Bud
Clayton,
Nev.; Mexico.
Davis and wife. Rube Earnest, M. B. Gripe and brotherWill Davis,
Fred Lord, Les Jones and wife and Zeno Labriere.
Y,',, W.CHILTON ..
From Beaver County, McCullom. Will May, John Jones, Coke
;
DENTIST
A
Roberts, W. II. Durrett accompanying several ladies.
vuul ml
'
.
Building,
N(W
Snltrtum
John Mohr of Veda,'
.
'
'
'' W. B. rinnkett and family, W. S. Potter and family, of the
Roonmil Ami 10 L'lMulrs
...jv.iUl'
I

Is thouroutfhly endorsed by this

i0.

;

ooie and

.

FEDERAL OFFICERS.
Sovornor.
HerberlJ. Hwrman.

'006.

of Our Citizens.

..t.r.

matter.

'W.H.Andrews
C.M.Fork.r.

J I: V

:

Undeniable Proof of the

Success and Gives

..1.00.

Clayton Post Office an second

'

Friday July 6,

The 4th ih Clayton;

Published Every

ne Yor.....
Six Months.
ADVERTISING RATES
MadeKuownOa Application.

V

t

to the Upbuilding of Clayton, Union County, and Country in General.

Devote

SUBSCRIPTION BATES

;i

t

il.iLir?Ul ;JrsvlU,i-.-o

1

-

r

1

!

at'twd-o'cWlf'wit-

v.

v

kinds of Building material, BuildorV
Hardware, Paints.
Buggies, Wagons,
raruimg
wmamnis.

3--

l

Folsom,

New Mexico.

i

.

;

.
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v

;
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"
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One-fourt-

h
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.
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race-Thom- pson,

.

.
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J. E 1IOORE,

'

Cor-rump-

,'

a.

.

DUJ.O.SLACK

The aliove is only an attempt at giving a partial list of the visitors
, Physician ar, J Surgeon
to our city, as there was a larger per cent from Trinidad, Aniarillo,
Dalhart, Stratford, Texline, Raton, and Las Vegas, and in fact they Special Attention ( sen to Disease W.J.EATON,
Of V.
1.
were all hen ,v Just, to give a little idea of how things wore crowded
Attorney
((, 111. H.
W II. Dtirretb of Dertrand, Oklahoma, offered one dollar for a bale OvftlK HCfH'..
...
to llll.l to I',
CtAtrvrx;'
of hay to sleep tn.
.
.
Clavt'os,
.
N'. M.

XiCO

,

-

yt

N

1

II

M.

Ht 1.

,

,
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other times, they also lave
plenty if water to drink, but nono ia
which to wallow. The breeding ani
mals are fed grain, but not much torn
except when it is r.eedei to put or keep
them In fair flesh. The growing pigs
are given slop until new corn is ready.
The constituents of this slop are varied
to make, with whatever soiling cops
are at hand, a balanced ration.
barn lot and the lane, winch
contain 3ome forest trees, are alvays
available for the hogs and there is a
constant 6iipply of alfalfa and clover
While at times
for any emergency.
nearly all the swine run toge'her, yet
their grain feed Is given to them in
the stationary troughs of "he pens in
the hog shed. Every animal is a pet
and each one knows to, what bunch he
belongs. In this way, those of like age
and size are fed together and special
attention Is given to the ones that
need it, in order to have a fairly even
drove at selling time.

SUMMERING

OF

HOGS.

Experience of a Missouri Farmer
How He Arranged His Farm
for the Animals. '.
.

Last fall our 13 sows save! over 100
pigs, and all cfthese, except the few
which have been sold at extra prices
for breeding purposes, are veady for
market, writes a Missouri correspondent of Farm and Home. An aged sow
was sold and the rem Inlng dozen gave
nearly 100 pips this spring. The cut
f irm
chows the
Uto four equal squares. The 'southeast quarter Is further divided into a
three-acr- e
barn lot, a blue gratis pasture, d, of about equal size, a somewhat
smaller piece containing orchard and
garden, and along the west side a 60foot lane from the house to the barn.
wire.
The fences are of
For three yars the house quarter, c,
has been In grass. This field is roughly
divided by a ditch into two parts of
The
four and six acres respectively.
former is in red clover and the latter
in alfalfa. Since its first year this
cross-lence-

:l

CRAIN FOR COWS ON GRASS

In

n

Pays

to

TTf TVp'nn
Use the Grain

tion

f-

It

aw
na-

- ""Timer.

-

tel

Picture That Should Appeal to
ler in Any Town or Village and
Prove Inspiration."

The ideal city of the twentieth cen
by Lucy Maynard
Salmon, A. M., professor of history at
Vassar college:
wen- streets,
A city with clean
sprlnkled streets, streets lined wltn
shade trees.
Streets and roads that are freed
from billboards that are a stench in
the community.
Vacant lota now used as dumping
places turned into attractive squares.
Benches
lnnz the roadside for
weary pedestrians.
.
Backyards that are visions of beau
ty Instead of eyesores.
dun
Window boxes that brighten
walls and recreation nlers on the
banks of the river.
All these make for patriotism as
well as for civic beauty and righteous
ness.
If it is true that the boy without a
playground is father to the man witM- out a job. we may well shrink from
lookinr into the future. Boys and
t'irlb are turned loose on the streets;
mischief, vice and crime result, and
when these conditions become unbear
able we turn to the curfew as a nega
tlve means of dealing with conditions
mat ougnt never to nave exiBiea,
Miss Salmon also makes a plea for
social reform. She advances as a contrast to the existing aristocratic clubs
a settlement plan which shall provide
amusement and offer instruction to
the "other half."
In her plea for the neglected thou
sands In their hours of leisure Miss
Salmon says:
"What remains for the other half
of the Community but the saloon,
where, as some one has said, a man
for five cents may Join the moBt dem
ocratic club on the face of the earth?
The wrecks of humanity are wrecks
for the most part through lack of so
cial Intercourse that has had legitimate means of gratification.
N. Y.
Sun.

tury is thus defined

ave been con
Several exu.. .
ducted to test the 'auvantage of feed
ing grain thus.
The conclusions
reached were that the crain fed when
grass was plentiful and while. It was
yet Bucculent. did not brlnsr any prof- It over and above the cost ot the
grain.
In some Instances, as when
grain . was fed In large quantities, it
wa3 said that the Increase in milk
'
M
and butter fat did not pay for the cotit
of the grain. The conclusion has gone
extensively abroad, therefore, that It
does not pay to feed cows grain or
meal an grass, when the supply. of the
grass is abundant
I am not prepared to accept such
a view, Prof. Shaw goes on to declare In rjresentina his views In the
Orange Judd Farmer.' It seems to mo
It Is a conclusion reached without con
sidering every phase of the iue3tion
If the increased return In milk or but
ter, fat pays for the cost of the grain,
and no more, my contention Is, thai
DIAGRAM OF THE FARM ARRANGEIn the end, such feeding Is attended
y
;
MENT.
with profit.
!
meadow has been pastured consider-- If the grain Is thus paid for, one
ably, but with so much care that it baa Item of profit Is found In 'the pasture
steadily improved. The orchard, also, saved. It Is only reasonable to sup
of 1 14 acres, is in clover.
pose that for every pound of dry mat
The northwest Held, a, is to be
ter consumed in the grain an equal
this summer. The whole upper amount of "dry matter will remain un- half of the farm furnished rye pasture consumed in the pasture. This would
all winter, und to May, when the fat- mean that the carrying power of 'a
tening hogs were restricted to the barn pasture is Increased to the extent of
with fresh alfalfa and the saving effected by feeding grain.
lot and soil-fe- d
clover. With the advent of spring the
A Second Item of profit' will proh
slop feed of the fall pigs is gradually ably be found In what Is, termed the
changed to whole grain, and during the residual effect of the grain I. adlng.
last few weeks of fedlng the variety of This has been well brought out ;'by
grain gives way to corn alone. All of Prof. Roberts, of Cornell. Six' cows
the swine have access to coal, salt, were selected that had been given a
i '
aches and charcoal'.
,
liberal allowance of grain on pasture
Toward the latter part of the winter, the previous season,' and six", were' al
the brood sows were separated, from so. selected, that had been grazed, In
the younger hogs and confined jto the the same field but without grain. All
lane. When the ground was not soft were put upon pasture
without grain.
they were allowed to run by them
The lot grained the preceding summer
selves in one of the fields. It, Is al produced 16 per cent, more
milk than
ways planned that the spring pigs shall
the other lot. The heifers in this lot
come between March 15 and Mayl.
in milk, .also, made a better developUntil the pigs are weaned the brood ment
than the heifers in the other.
sow? iir0 kept In the grassy, Iaue; and This result is In accord with
the view
pens
are
which
ailowed to use the
of many practical men oi) this ques
floored. During this time they are
supplied onre a day'wlth all the green tion.
A
arise
alfalfa and.c'.over ihey will eat, provld from third item of profit would ,the
the
fertilizer
from
obtained
ed with an abundance of" water to
grain.
drink and slopped heavily morning and tonseed Where wheat, bran and cot
meal were fed the advantase
evnlng. Oats and corn, witfc a little
wouia
be. considerable from this
bean meal, are used for the slop, which
source. Putting these time items to
Is never cooked, but is made with
gether, they should represent a sat
warm water on chilly days.,
isfactory profit, even when the. Inr
to
t When the pigs are old enough
butter-- ,
begin eating they are fed skim milk In crease lp milk production and
of
cost
pay
did
not
more
fat
the
than
a trough by themselves.
Water and
ground feed are added whenever the the grain.
,
milk is insutriclent.
.During April, May and June a small OUTDOOR ROUGHAGE RACK
opening in the fence will give the
by Nebraska Experiment
spring pigs a chance at the meadow, One Devised
Which
Station
Will Give Good;
providing them with pasture, adding
'
. Service.
fertility to the field, and not materially
lightening the hay crop. By the middle
In the accompanying Illustration Is
of June the youngest litter will have
a roughage feeding rack that Is
shown
been weaned. As each sow la iaken
success, 'upon
from her pigs she is removed to the used with considerable
hog-tig-

,

ht

i

'

.

--

.

.

'

.

orchatd.
The boar receives less corn than the
sows, but otherwise Is fed about the
same. Most of the rime he Is kept by
himself and usually with more than
one fenco between blm and the other
breeding stock. The lane Is his run
way sevral months In the year. At
other times he occupies the orohard",
eats blue grass in tho cow pasture, or
occasionally has to be confined to his
pen for short periods.
..'.,
Before hot weather the fattening
hogs go to market, and after the barn
lot has had a rest and the cleansing of
several rains, the shoUs are transferred
to It. Ten acres in the northeast tor
ncr of the farm are to be used this
teason fcr a number of different soiling crops. A variety of green stuff will
bo cut dally and( fed In racks.
During July nnd part of August the
nhotes will be confined to the barn lot,
" but for a time In the latter month, they
will be allowed to pasture on peas and
beans In the coin field. They. will enjoy thls'freedom as long as they do not
molest the corn. ' After that they will
Hpend several weeks In the barn lot
ninln, with some opportunity of gleaning in the field of soiling crops.
Luring the hot weather :he swine of
all i'C have n abundance of shade.
'

.

HORRORS

OF BATTLEFIELD.

Massachusetts Comrade Piled Dead
Comrades Before Him as tt.
Breastworks.
An Interesting account of a day on
the battlefield in front of Petersburg,
Va.. Is furnished by Comrade G. G.
Burlinganie,' company F, First Massachusetts, to the National Tribune.
On the morning of June 18, 1804,
about nine o'clock, the First Massachusetts H. A. was drawn up In line
of battle to charge the enemy's works
over a comparatively clear field of
about a quarter of a mile to the works
In fact, before
of the confederates.
.1 got nearly there I found it was a
"right smart" distance, as the jonn-nie- s
would express It. I knew what
was coming, for our resiment had

....

THE "LITTLE MAN."
He Gave the Lady the Coveted Pass
.
and Lf.ter She Learned

It

Was Grant.
A

story was told, says T. F. Calway,

Milwaukee Sunday Telegraph,
a year or two ago in the south by a
Memphis gentleman, which, as It Illustrates Gen. Grant's simplicity ot
manner, is perhaps worth preserving. The gentleman's mother, a
lady, during the war was living near Memphis when Gen. Grant
was In. command there, and she desired to go out beyond the lines and
return in order to vlnlt "an lnva'ld
She applied at
married daughter.
was,
Gen. Grant's headquarters and
who,
after
officer,
staff
a
to
referred
having heard her case, declined with
rather a grand manner and to her
expostulations merely 'answered, curtlady was
TheImpossible!'
ly:
downhearted under the circumstances,
as may be imagined, and probably ne,Vy,
countenance betrayed her feelings hsW
she was going out across the piazza
of the house that , served aa
g
little nan,
for a
apparently a hanger-o- n about the headquarters, as she described him, weir
ing a private's blouse, accosted hJ
and aBked If he could do anything for
her. She retold her errand,
"Wait a moment," said he, as he
left her and went Into the house.
A moment after he came out ana
handed her a pass, saying: "Take this.
U will pass you through all lines."
She thought It very kind, indeed, ot
this person to be at to much trouble
for her, and she. thanked him cordially.
It was not until she had reached home,
was
which
had opened the pa33,
signed "U. S. Grant," and shown u
to her family and described , the "lit
tle man," that she learned that it
was Grant himself who had befriended her.

In the

-

HE WAS A TARGET FOR THEM ALL
DAY.

made a charge two days before. Well,
I will not pretend to say what was going on along the lie, but I will relate
'
it as I saw it.
"Col. McAllister, of a New Jersey
regiment, or perhaps he was com
mander of a New Jersey brigade, was
standing within five feet of me talking
to' some of the. boys. He said:
'I ought to have had my breakfast
an hour and a half ago in Petersburg.'
'There was considerable commissary
used that morning, and whoever ordered that charge and the one four or
five hours later ought to have been
compelled to carry the colors each
time. I had just celebrated my sixteenth birthday, and had not had
quite one year of service. In looking
ovw the field over which we were to
chai'ge I saw there was no protection
except one large tree about 500 feet to
my left In the middle of the field.
"'Fall in Fix bayonets Forward:
'Over our works I went I had a
canteen full of water and a Johnny's
Three Shirts Instead of Two.
The British soldier la now to poshaverBack which about two hours pre
sess three shirts Instead of two.
vious I had taken from a dead confed
erate, a blanket rolled up on my knap
sack, several rounds of ammunition,
HIS TROUBLE.
and a Springfield musket I got within
about 400 feet of the works of the con
federates. I was not the nearest one,
either. Our column never fired a shot.
We were simply human targets for the
Johnnies. Well, I turned back and
went about 100 feet, when 1 dropped in
what I should call a dead furrow.
"I hauled up two dead comrades in
front of me, and with my cup and tin
plate I scooped out a hollow place in
the ground, so that the confederate
sharpshooters could not hit me. All
about me were fallen comrades, some
dead, while the wounded were uttering
heartrending shrieks in their agonies
of pain. Those who managed to rise
were shot, for the Johnnies were
watching for the first one to move.
There- was one of our men behind the
lone tree that I mentioned, and he was
Jinks Then you can't make ' both
a target for them all day. But the last'
meet?
ends
I saw of him he was as close to that
Winks No, Indeed. They refuse to
tree as he could get.
"About two o'clock I heard a loud he Introduced.

Two-Thir-

Over-Coo-

k.

Remember In cooking vegetables,
most- vegetables should be put on
to cook In freshly boiling water.
That salt should be added when they
are about
done.
That lying In very cold water for
an hour omiore will partially restore
to wilted vegetables quality and fresb- ness.
That every green vegetable should
be cooked rapidly, and uncovered, to

that

-

two-thir-

retain its color.
That, If the water

Is very hard,
a tiny bit of soda added, no larger
than a pea, will make the vegetable
cooked In it tender and of better color.
Ordinary water does not require such
addition.
That when soft water Is used the
salt must be in from the first to pre
vent loss ot flavor and substance.
That cooking a vegetable after It Is
done toughens, darkens and detracts
from Its flavor.'
That the best dressing for vegetables
at their perfection Is butter, pepper
and salt cauliflower and, perhaps, as
paragus excepted.
mat oiaer or staler vegetables are
improved by a cream or butter sauce.

Farmers'

Voice.

Spiced Meat
Take any kind of cold roast me?t
cut it into exceedingly thin slices of
about an Inch across, season well.
pour over It enough wine, gravy and
melted butter to moisten, place In buttered scallop shells, sprinkle breadcrumbs thickly on top and place In a
hot oven until well browned. Some
sliced mushrooms are a great im
provement. Cold rabbit, sweetbreads,
poultry, calf's brains, veal and differ
ent kinds of fish are especially adapt
ed for coqullles. Serve in the shells.

-

-

NOTES.

BOB CHIGGERS.
pol

When Breckinridge

ished wood should be treated thus:
Mix a few drops of spirits of niter In a
teaspoonful of water, dip a feather in
this and paint the spot over with It
robbing It over with cold water as soon
as the mark disappears, and dry It
with an old silk handkerchief.
Copper utensils should be Tubbed
quickly with salt and vinegar, plunged
into cold water and afterward pollsheJ
yn
vigorously.'-BrooklEagle.

was

marching loped on, to avoid some lengthy lnqulr-les about Mrs. Breckinridge and the

on Baton Rouge, he one day, unattended by any o his aides, rode' up to a

solitary pine woods vidette, wno naa
Just came In from St. Tammany, and
.It .l.ijrTwas new to' the etiquette of army life.
The general had not the password,
ROUGHAGE RACK FOR SHEEP.
and the vidette had no advantage ot
'
the Nebraska experiment station farm
him in this respect.
the general.
said
Stand
betweei
pass,"
to
The corners of the rack
"I wish
you, pass on; who
seven and eight feet high, with
"Well, dod drun
, t .
.
V
plank-side- d
li
bottom.
cares a cum; i ami storpiu im
be
"can
length
and
feet,
four
are
road,
It"
about
Longevity.
whatever may be desired. The general
"Yon don't know who I am, sam
the
Activity,
plan of the worit Is brought out In
exercise, and the general, smiling.
'
early rising, with moderation In dleV
"No. I don't that's' a pooiy norse
ccuinpanym;; in....
uiusimuuu.
seem to be the most Important fac you're on, anyhow."
"I am Gen. lirecKinnage, me com
Sow Cow Peas.
tors or longevity. Few things tend
officer," continued the genermanding
coun
of
this
latitudes
In the middle
to prumuie ueuun ana vigor more
amused at the picket's Idea
much
al,
try we can sow cowpeas as late as the than activity activity without excite
of him.
first of July and get a good crop. line mentan activity wnicn aoes not of the duty required
are: are you; well, I m Bob
"You
body
out.
the
The
for hogs, fine for hens, fine for eh'-ecandle ought
tmr
to see you, old
to burn briskly, and, as a general ChlEKers. an' I'm glad
and cows, and fine for the land.
you?" replied the
are
how
feller;
rule, at both ends, regarding the head
as large as a
or brain as one and the limbs or lo- picket, extending a hand
Milk to Make Chicks Grow.
pan.
frying
comotory
agents
as
very
grow
the
other; but It
Toung chicks
fast whei
The general shook hands and gal
should not burn too fast
given all the milk they will drink.
The-widt-

.

plain-iookin-

Add Salt When About
Done Use Fresh Boiled Water
Do Not

Ink stands on mahogany or any

-

.

- '
cheer, and 1 couiq see a
boys utart on a cfiarge from the same
place we had come from. The thought
came to me, 'Shall I Jump up and go
with them, or shall I remain here and
let the First Maine have the honor oi
carrying the works?', My uecision was
to let well enough alone. The charging
colmun passed over me, ana i uon t,
think they went any farther than I
had gone when back they came, and
as many of them were shot coming
back as there had been as they went
over
forward. One fellow stumbled
my little breastwork, and then he
crowded in beside me. He, with the
two dead bodies toefore me and the
earth I had thrown out made good
protection for me. I asked him what
his name was.
''Alvin W. Hurd, of Lincoln. Penobscot county, Me. I belong to the
First Maine H. A.,' .he replied.
"We stayed there until darknesB
came on, and then crawled back on
our hands and knees to our works,
where I found my regiment.

heid-quarte- rs

VEGETABLES.

COOKING

IN

HOUSEHOLD

.
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CITY.

ON THE IDEAL

As at.

,

h

or

-
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family.

Misinterpreted.

V''

Naggsby I couldn't love a woman
with money.
Waggsby Why not? Isn't it one or
the very best and most acceptable
Judge.
things to love her with?

.
Helps Out.
"Don't you think a little quarrel'
now and then between lovers is a good
thing?"
"Sure. It gives a man a chance to
get caught tip with the floriat" Milwaukee Sentinel.

When He Semains at Home.
"Every night while I am at hora
you go to the club, and yet you write
me when I am away that you spend
How is
every evening at home.
'
that?"
"That's how It ts, my dear." Homs- -

GUARANTEED

FACTS

OF

Neuralgia and Anaemia ara Cured by
Or. Wltliama' Pink Pill.
For nearly a generation tbe people of
this country have known Dr. Williams'
fink hiii, during wmcu nine prooi or.
thouauds of cures by thin remedy has
been miblished and confirmed and not
one person has been harmed in the slight- est degree by their use. The pills contain no opiate, narcotic or stimulant,
nor any drng which could injure the
most delicate constitution.
"For over a yenr,"siiv Miss Charlotte
Van Salisbury, ot Cnstletou, N.Y., "I
suffered from neuralgia and palpitation
of the heart. My skin was pale and sallow and I was troubled with dizziness,
fainting spells and fits of indigestion. I
was very nervous and would start at the
slightest soutid. At times a great weakness would come over me and on one
my limbs gave way under me and
I fell to the sidewalk.
" Of course I was treated by our local
physicians and Also consulted a noted
doctor at Albany, but nothing they gave
we seemed to benefit me. One day I
read in a newspaper about Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills for Pale People and I immediately gave them a trial. I soon felt
uiucubetter and my color had begun to
return . I continued using tbe pills and
by the time I bad taken eight boxes I
was entirely cured.
My sister, Sarah Van Salisbury, suffered terribly from anaemia. She was
pale and thin and we feared that she
would become a victim of consumption.
She tried Dr. Williams Pink Pills for
Pale People and in a short time she n
to gain in strength and weight.
She is now strong aud well and we both
heartily recommend Dr. Williams' Piuk
Pills to all who are in ill health."
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills are sold by all
druggists or sent, postpaid, on receipt
of price, 60 cents per box, six boxes for
; .,;
;
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Descriptive

IN THE PUBLIC

rv.
pam

EYE.

George Westlnghou3e, the Inventor
of the air brake, has been described as
"'a hundred horsepower man."
Mayor Schmttz, of San Francisco,
when first elected three years ago was
leader of an orchestra in a theater.
Mayor Ekers, of Montreal, is
personally as "your worship,"
and in the third person as "his wor-

ship."

'

,

Twenty five years ago Secretary Taft
was law reporter for the Cincinnati
'Times and later for tbe Cincinnati
Commercial.
President Diaz returned from a hunting trip the other day with three
mountain cats and 17 deer. , Mexico's
president is only 76.
Ambassador Whltelaw Reld sent a
check from London recently for the
Miami ' university library fund, In
bonor of .the fiftieth annlveriary Of
,
his graduation in June.
,
Former United States Senator
of Kansas, has not disappeared.
He is only in retirement compiling a
summary of the , Congressional Record from its beginning, classified by
topics.
of
Bob Taylor, the
who has just won a United
States senatorshlp at ,hls party's primaries, was the author of the remark
about Mason and Dixon's line that It
v,as "the line of demarcation between
hofbiscuit and cold bread."
Former Congressman Jefferson M.
Levy, of New Vork, has received a reproduction of Paul du Bols' statue,
."Military Fortitude." presented by
France last September. It Is In return
for the statue of .Thomas Jefferson,
presented by him to the French nation-museum at Algiers.
JwlRe J. T. Fleming, of Oklahoma,
1s unique. He served In the confederate army, voted the first time In his
life for Crant, and the last time for
tl- - L.ll.... k.t BMAKV nnlAn
1 !. ...I'
soldier should be paid a pension of $50
a month, Inasmuch as they saved the
.greatest union of states on earth.
-
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CLEVER

DOCTOR.

a 20 Years' Trouble Without
Any Medicine.

Indiana physician cured 20
years' stomach disease without any
medicine as his patient tells:
''I had stomach trouble for 20 years,
patent
tried allopathic medicines,
medicines and all the simple remedies
suggested by my friends, but grew
worse all the time.
"Finally a doctor who is the most
prominent physician in this part ol
the state told me medicine would do
me no good, only, irritating my stom- ach and making it worse that I must
look to diet and quit drinking coffee.
"I cried out In alarm, 'Quit drink
Jng coffee!' why, 'What will I drink?'
"'Try Postum,' said the doctor. 'I
drink it and you will like It when It
is made according to directions, with
cream, for It is delicious and has none
A wise

'

HIE!

METHOD OF MERCHANTS
CHECK DISHONESTY.

we,--

,

HOT

STEEL

This Is the Advice of an Old Cutler
to Those Who Have Their '
Own Razors.

TO
.

Pin Is Used Instead of a Pen as Com

English Cutler" arrlted
In New York the other day after an
absence of nine years, in which tine
"The

Old

he has walked 19,000 miles between
the Pacific and Atlantic, honing ramonly Supposed Devices of
zors and grinding scissors.
Police Experts in De"Whenever I hones a razor," sild
tecting.
he, "I always give some advice w;th
"How Is money marked?" repeated it, free gratis, and I takes great sata headquarters detective to a Wash isfaction in knowing that I hi,ve
ington Star reporter's query. "Well, made shaving easier and more comIt is not marked In the manner that fortable for more than 10,000 men.
Most every barber will tell you how
the public thinks It is.
"The average person no doubt be- to strop a razor, but It takes a cutler
lieves that money is marked by pri- to tell you bow to care for your strop,
vate marks placed on the bills with and how to get the best work out of
pen and ink; perhaps some employers your blade.,
"A swing strop, canva3 on one s.de
thus mark the bills they place in
the cash drawer
which is being and horse hide on the other, Is the
Of best. Always hold it taut, and draw
robbed by a dishonest
clerk.
ourse 'marked money' of this kind the razor lightly but swiftly from
U good evidence In court on the trial heel to point.
If you let the stiop
of a man upon which It has been sag, you will put a round edge on
found. But a check mark in Ink, un- the blade. Don't forget to cover your
less very expertly put on, might, with strop, or put It away in a drawer,
after using, if it hangs in a bathnx.m,
tne aid ot a good lawyer for tbie
be shown to have been per- near a window. The dust and grlne
haps accidental, and thus would the gets into It, and soon takes the eoge
t,
reasonable doubt of the from your razor. Whether you koep
accused's participation in the robbery the strop covered or whether you
don't rub your open hand over the
t raised.
"There are several different ways of two surfaces to free It from dust.
"But what I consider my most valumarking money by police experts to
the end that they may establish Its able advice is how to do away with
positive Identity of having previous- shaving paper entirely and at the
ly been in their hands before the thief same time Improve the cutting qualiextracted It. The way I personally ty, of the razor's edge. Nine men
employ, and which Is perhaps the saf- out of ten shave themselves In a
est to secure certainty and convic- room where there Is running hot water. Now, the way to get a most
k
tion, Is the
method.'
Lather
"Let us take the familiar stiver gratifying result Is this:
thickly and well and let It remain on
r
denomina
certificate of the
tion for an Illustration, one that bus the face half a minute before you be- been somewhat worn is better than eln to shave. If you have time, wash
a new note from the treasury. In the It off. for with It will come the grit
vignette of and dirt that you have loosened up
n
eenter, is the
the head of an Indian chief In full In the pore of the skin, and then aptrappings, ply a second coat. It will be as so.'t,
regalia of feathers and
e
presenting a
view. We now smooth and clean as new velvet.
Now turn on the
faucet
take this pin and make two punctures
right through the bill and directly and let It run. Hold the razor un'Vr
through the pupils of the eye so, I the stream until It Is heated. Th.n
hand you the bill, and, even though ake a slanting or diagonal strove.
you saw me make the punctures, they like a farmer does with a scythe, njt
are not visible at a casual and even a square pull, and you will be amaiz-- d
critical glance. I now raise It to the to find how beautifully and easily the
light, and you can see the two tiny hot blade cuts the beard.
"When It is filled with lather boU
holes made by the pin point as dis1 It under
tinctly as windows in a building.
the running hot water, in
then apply the pin point very neatly stead of using shaving paper. That
at the twist In the neck of tbe large will wash off the lather and. at the
figure 6 at the two upper extreme same time, best the blade again
ends of the note. You will observe Don't be afraid of taking out the tem
that these two diminutive twists do per. That would be Impossible If you
not appear in the necks of the two put the razor In a kettle and boiled
figures of 5 which are In both ends It. Try the hot blade and you'll
at the bottom of the note. I then never shave with thi cold steel
pierce the note at the extreme ends again."
,
of the scrolls on either side of the
word 'five,' which may be seen in RURAL NORWAY IS HONEST
the direct center of the note at its
Incidents Which Are Illustrative of
lower edge.
One of Its Marked Char- 'The marking of the note Is now
complete.
It is exhibited to one or
acteristlcs.
v
two persons In the secret for the pur
Norwegian
peasants
are said to be
poses of preliminary examination and
identification, and then placed In the the most honest people In the world
money drawer, perhaps with several Several years ago an English tourst,
others of the same denomination, all In going from Trondjhem to Ct;ls-tlanilost 15 or 20 sovereigns on vhe
exactly marked alike with the greatest care. The thief may be on the road. Upon his arrival at Chiistlttala
lookout for marked bills, usually Ink he wrote of his loss to the county
marks, but be is a slick one who judges and in a few days recti'-ewill get on to the Invisible but sure- every cent of the lost sovereigns, 't he
ly present pin pricks. Yon see, this peasants bad picked up the tains
class of thieving does not admit of dropped along the road and had budd
crucial examination of the money ed them over to the magistrates.
Frugality and thrift are natiial
before taking; it is usually done very
quickly by palming the bills, placing characteristics of the Norwegians.
them in some preliminary place of The social conditions are peculiar to
There is no prlvlliged
safety, to be later removed. Then we the- country.
count on detection with the bills on nobility or aristocracy of wealth. 0-the person before the thief has a sequently there is no sharply driwn
chance to exchange or to spend them. line of distinction between the claves.
Tbe death rate In Norway la the
'And the pin pricks remain?
In
deed they do. The money Is after smallest of any nation In the world.
pas
The homes of the
ward carefully placed In envelopes
handled. ants are made up of a half dozen, and
and Is not promiscuously
When they are exhibited In court and sometimes more,' separate buildings.
their preliminary preparation) ex- Practically all the necessities of life
plained under oath conviction is prac- or manufactured at home.
There
tically certain."
are vast storerooms full of linens and
laces, etc., elegantly curtained beds
Good Ratter. .
and priceless old furniture, but the
floors are always bare.
A guinea pig will drive away rats.
ever-sough-

'pln-prlc-

full-fac-

hot-wat- er

well-to-d-

Strains of Modern Life.
We must admit that the accessories
of modern life In general are placing
greater and greater strain on the
faculties ot the individual. His eves
are strained by the Intense artificial
lights, bis ears are worried by the un
necessary din of the streets, and his
nose is offended by the vaporization
of offensive fumes of oil or by tbe
fetid air of the "tube." That simpler
life appeals to him more than ever
which removes blm from the madden
ing sphere of the Inventors' activities.
Lancet.

Orimsey Islanders.
people ot Grimsey, an Island In
The
of the bad effects coffee has.
circle, near Iceland, have
"Well, that was two years ago, and the arctic
birthday of the late Prof.
tbe
declared
Postum.
drinking
My stomI am BtiU
holiday.
a provincial
Flske
Wlllard
T
nfvflln
trnnw
nnrl
4wv.i.
ih laJ rlr.hr
uullvi Prof. Flske by his will left a trust
.i.v bit the nail on the hoad when be de- - fund ot 112,000, the Income to be used
elded coffee was tne cause or all my
of the
for bettering the conditions
I only wish I had quit it
trouble.
of whom there are only 80.
Islanders,
years ago and drank Postum in Its
"
place." Name given by Postum Co.,
Put Out
Mich.
Creek,
Battle
He I see ladles seldom rise In Spain
Never too late to mend. Ten days to receive a male visitor, and they
trial of Postum in place pf coffee rarely accompany him to the door.
Papa
works wonders. There's a reason.
S.he - Same way over here.
Look in pkgs. for the famous lit generally
sees
him out.
tls bo-- "The Road to Wellville."
a

WITH

SHAVE

Fortune's Wheel.
that old chap?" remarked the
clubman, pointing out the window to
an old peddler, who carried a btsket
of shoe laces. "Well. he came to yds
country from Russia ten years ago,

TORTURED WITH GRAVEL
Using Boon's Kidney Pills,
Not a Stone Has Formed.

Sine

Allen

He borrowed some money to purchase
to peddle shoe
laces. : How much do you think he's
Just make a guesn.
worth
Several large sums were mentioned
expectantly.
"Wrong," said the clubman.
"He
Isn't worth a cent, and he still twes
for the basket." Punch.

a basket and began

Not Encouraging.
"When .do you think the senate will
get through with that question?"
Sewitor
"Not at all," answerd
"We may drop It, but we
Sorghum.
won't get through with it." Wast Ing
ton Star.

Olmsted Wins in Coatt
Foot-Eas-

e

Trade-Mar-

k

Sustained,
Buffalo, N; Y. Tbe Supreme Court ha
granted a permanent injunction with costs
against Paul H. lluriwn and other of
New York City, retUrnming them from,
making or gelling a foot powder which
the court deck rex in an imitation and in"
now eo large-l- r
fringement on
advrrtined and sold over the cottntrv.
trade-mar"
the owner of the
.,ona
U Allen S. Olmiited, of Le Kov, Hi.
the decision of this suit upholds his trademark and renders all parties liable who
frauduiintly attempt to profit by the exadvertising, in plactensive ""Foot-Easing on the market the spurious and aim-ilappearing preparation involved in the
wan decase.
This the court declare
signed in imitation and infringement of
,
rights.
genuine
the
Each package of the genuine AUen'a Foit- hase lias the facsimile signature ot Allen
Ulmsteu on its yellow label.

Capt. S. L. Crute, Adjt Watts Camp,
C. V., Roanoke, Va., says:
"I suf-- '.
fered a long, long
time with my back,
and felt draggy
and listless and
all the time. I lost
from my usual
.. weight, 225, to 170.
Urinary passages
were too frequent
and I had to get
.
ud often at nleht.
Wi
I had headaches
and ' rllzxvj ennlln
s
'1
s yf kJ
also, but my worst
suffering Was from renal colic. After
Safe Deposit
v.
began using Doan's Kidney Pills I
Ot Marshal Flald III. an amusing
passed a gravel stone as big as a bean.
story was recently told at !,akewX)d.
Since then I have never had an attack
story, ap
of gravel, and have picked tip to my The boy, according to the
former health and weight. I am a well proached an old lady in a Lakewood
man, and give Doan's Kidney Pills hotel and said to her:
"Can you crack nuts?"
credit for it."
"No, my jar, I can't," the old lady
Sold by all dealers.' '0 cents a box.
eplled. "I lost all my teeth years
n
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
ago.
Then," said the little boy, extend-- .
TWICE TOLD TAXES.
tog two hands full of walnuts, "please
tn an English court,, recently, a hold these while I go and get aoud
man was fined
2 for contempt
of more." Denver Tlme3.
court. He offered a
note In pay
Sheer white goods, In fact, any fine
ment, but was told by the clerk that
he had no change.
"Oh, keep the wash goods when new, owe much of
change," was the reply; "I'll take it their attractiveness to the way they
are laundered, this being done "in a
out In contempt
A Frenchwoman
was complaining manner to enhance their textile beauto her husband that he was too much ty. Home laundering would be equalof a bookworm, that he retired too ly satisfactory if proper attention was
often to his study, leavlne her to given to starching, the first essential
pend many
evenings
alone.
"I being good Starch, which has sufficient,
wish," she ended, plaintively, "that strength to stiffen, without thickening
I were a book. Then I might always the goods. Try Defiance Starch and,
have your company." "In that case, you will be pleasantly surprised at the
my dear," the Frenchman answered, improved appearance of your work.
I d wish
you were an almanac.
Then I could change you once a
s
Bur Reason.
year."
"All the while she's on .the ocean
Gladys doesn't eat any meat."
A Glimpse of Utah.
V
"Why?"
I,
A Glimpse of Utah Where Health
"So Bho won,'t lose flesh."
and Wealth Abound," is the title of
an exceedingly attractive booklet Just
The greatest cause ot worry on
Issued by the Passenger Department ironing day can be removed by using
of the Denver ft Rio Grande Railroad Defiance Starch, which
will not stick
at Denver, Colo., which they are send to the Iron. Sold everywhere, 16 oz.
ing out free Upon application.
The for, 10c.
book wag written by Mr. Edward F.
Tbe man who would bring up bis
Colburn and
of tbe early set
tlement of Utah; the Mormons and children In the way they should go
Gentiles; tbe natural wonders of the will nurceed better if he goes that way
State; its resources, and ot Its grow himself.
Ing cities and towns.
The whole
Defiance Starch Sixteen ounces tor
State is clearly and adequately de ten cents, all other brands contain
scribed and a careful reading of this only 12 ounces for same money:
publication cannot fall to be of bene
The successful
author's train or
fit to anyone desiring to keep posted
on tbe resources and progress of our thoughts Is pay train.
great Western Empire.
Address S.
Mr. Wlnalow'a Soothln; Ryrap.
K. Hooper, G. P. A. T. A., Denver, Colo.
For children teething, eoftena tbe guma, reduces b
.
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Up to Her.
1 hear you are contemplating mat
rimony, old man," said Green. "How
about it?"
"It's a fact," replied Brown, "hut
the outcome of my contemplation de
pends on the widow's might."
How'g that?" queried Green,
She might decide to marry me,
and then on the other hand she might
not," answered Brown. Chicago Dally
News.

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
' that Contain Mercury,
trrorr will lurelr deatror tha niw of tmi
tod compltulf demurs tbe wbul yicm wbea
owring It ttirounb ibt mucoiu urlaca. Such
rilclM ihoald nevr ba nwd except on prMcrtp-tjof mm reputable pbyilclaat, a tbe damaKe tbef
will data tea fold la tbe fuod you cab puuiblf derive- from tbein. HaU'a Catarrb Cure, manufactured

I.

by
J. Cheney 4 Co., Toledo, O., cootalua do mar
eurjr, and la lakea Internally, ac'ttug directly upon
tne oiooa ano bioomo aurtacea 01 tne yaiem,
buying Hall
Catarrh Cur be aura you get the
genuine. It li taken Internally and made In To
Co. TeiiliuonlaU free.
Oblo. by F.J Cheney
Gold oy uruniita. rnce.750. per Dome.
Tak ftaU't Family Pllle for eoaulpauoo.

Oammatlon, allaji paiia, caree wind oolhi. IBcsboUl.

Don't be the under dog

just to get

sympathy.

"IT

SAVED

PRAISE

k

FOR

Un. Wllladsen Tells

MY-

FAMOUS
How

LIFE"
MEDICINE

She Tried Lydla

E. Plnkham'i Vegetable Compound
In Time.

Just

Mrs. T. C. Wllladsen, of Manning,
Iowa, writes to Mrs. Pinkham:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham :
" I cen truly say that you havn saved my
life, and I cannot express my gratitude to
you in words.

Modern Lov.
Anxfous Father But do you feel
sure that you can make my daughter
happy?
Calm Youth I haven t thought
about that. But I have finally de
cided that, she can make me happy,
Somervllle Journal.

Important to Mothera.
Extmtne carefully erery bottl of CASTORTA,
a safe and sure remedy for infants and children,
and see that It

"See

.

S.

Tha

.Bears the
Signature of

la

TJS For Over SO Years.
Tub Kind Ton Bare Always Bongoi.

fculte So.
"You don't buy ro much meat now,
Mrs. Malaprop."'
"No, irdeed; slute all these awful
tales, our family has turned valetudinarian." Baltimore American.

That an article may be good as Well
as cheap, and give entire satisfaction,
is proven by the extraordinary sale of
Defiance Starch, each package cond
more Starch than
taining
can be had ot any other brand for the
same money.
one-thir-

' Before 1 wrote to you, telling you bow I
folt, I had doctored for over two year steady
and spent lots of money on medicines besides,
but it all failed to help me. My monthly periods had ceased and I suffered much 'win,
with fainting spells, headache, backache and
bearing-dow- n
paius, and I was so weak I
could hardly keep around As a last resort
I decided to write you and try Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound, and I am so
thankful that I did, for after following your
Instructions, which you sent me free of all
charge, I became regular and in perfect
health. Had it not been for you I would be
in my grave
" I sincerely trust that this letter may lead
every suffering woman in the country to
write you for help as I did."

When women are troubled with Irregular or painful periods, weakness,
displacement or ulceration of an organ,

that

bearing-dow-

n

feeling, inflamma-

tion, backache, flatulence, general debility, Indigestion or nervous prostration, they should remember there U
true remedy. Lydla E.
Some men would get along much one tried and
Vegetable Compound at one
Pinkham's
If,
thy didn't waste so much removes such troubles.
faster
Both Barbarous.
time telling other people what they
Nootherfemalemedlcine Intheworld
Is
something j.Jsout would do If they had a, chance.
Rodrlck There
has received such widespread and un.
the Indians that reminds me of col
qualified endorsement. Kef use all sublege students.
.
For flexibility, smooth finish, stiff stitutes.
Van Albert What Is It?
For 2S vearsMrs Pinkham, daughter-in-laness ,and durability, Defiance Starch
of Lydia E. Pinkham, has, under
"Why, you cant ten tneir er.ngs has no equal 10c for 16 oz.
her direction, and since her decease,
fronv their whoops." Chicago Daily
of
Flattery should always be diluted been advising sick women fr
Newt.
i
ehargt. Address, Lynn, Mas
with tact.
w
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Most Important Happenings of the
Past Seyen Days.
., Noble Conception.
As the result of the disinterested
nort of David Lubln, a citizen of San
Francisco, the king of Italy has invited the nations of the world to seud
representatives to a conference, to be
held at Rome, to consider the propriety of creating an international institute of agriculture and if so decided, to organize such an institute
with clearly defined objects, authority and duties as set forth in the protocol which will be the basis of tne
Mr.
deliberations of the conference.
Lubln, eays the Chn nlcle, of that
city, is a gentleman ct keen Intellect
nd broad views, and Ms original proposes contemplated for the proposed
inUtnU a scope of activity and of
authority In connection
with them
which seemed to most of us too broad
to be even subjects of discussion, as
practical measures, by the present
generation, and to be necessarily postponed for serious consideration until
the good time coming comes. What
Mr. Lubln may hope for the future,
however, has nothing whatever to do
with the propositions of the official
protocol of the Italian government,
which include only measures selected
from Mr. Lubin's broad outline, and
of which all contemplate action easily
possible at once, highly Important and
extremely useful. The work proposed
for the institute of agriculture is simply the collection and distribution by
International cooperation of the current agricultural data of the world.
These data Include Information respecting crops, labor, prices, freights,
discoveries, Inventions and markets.
It Is a proposal to put'the producers,
'consumers and middlemen of , the
world on equal terms In respect to
information of current events calculated to affect markets ut agricultural
products so far as human ingenuity
and resources can accomplish It. It
is stated that 30 nations, Including
mir own, have notified the Italian government of adherence to its proposals,
in so far as to promise representation
at the conference. So much is required by international comity, and
acceptance to that extent was within
the customary exercise of the presidential authority and carries with it
a moral obligation on the part of congress to provide for the expenses of
the delegates, and upon the president,
Thereafter, to make the necessary, appointments. The final acceptance of
the conclusions of the conference and
their incorporation Into our national
or international polity is pi course an
entirely different matter, to be determined, either now or hereafter, by the
president and congress, or the president and senate, according to the nature of the conclusions and the form
in which they may be presented' for
action.
t

i

Many practices which ten years ago,
five years ago, one year ago, and even
six months ago were in favor, public
opinion having no condemnation for
them, are now held to be odious and
even criminal.
This is perhaps' the
most notable development of the day,
namely, the creation of a higher standard for the conduct of American business. The revelations of graft in the
insurance and railroad companies are
a shock to national pride and ' yet
there Is hardly an American who does
not know that in one form or another
6raft has entered largely Into the corporate life as Into the political life
of the country. The saving clause of
the situation Is that it seems a passing phase in our national progress.
The optimist has reason to rejoice that
tbe national conscience has been
is
touched and that public opinion
establishing higher ideals.
In some ways the recent conference
on international arbitration at Lake
Mohonk, N. Y., was an unusually
democratic gathering. Here is a circumstance illustrating this statement: One morning a summer visitor
wag naclna the veranda of the big
hotel when a tall, heavy man' ap
proached. "Can you give me a light?
said tbe visitor. Tbe big man handed
over a match, whereupon the other
said: "How tali are you?" "Six feet
four Inches." was the reply. "Say,
but '.hat's a good cigar you're traok
Jng," was the next remark. "Yes, it
is," said the big man. "Let me ofTer
you one out of the same box." The
visitor accepted gladly and had one
more query. "By the way, who are
you?" "I am Dr. McVIckar, bishop of
Jthofte Island," replied the heavy
weight, who apparently hugely en
T '
joyed tbe incident.

Iatereatlnc Items Gathered from All
pari of the WrU Cicm4
Ibo Small Space for tao
BeaeSt of Oar Reaeera.

I

Personal.
J. E.' Millette, of Springfield, ' was
nominated by the republicans for state
held at
senator at the convention
Lamar, Mo.
Judge B. R. Webb, a Texas lawyer
of note and ' author of several law
books, shot and killed himself in the
city park at Fort Worth.
Representative and Mrs. Longworth;
took tea recently with Emperor William on board bis American built yacht
Meteor.
Mayor Tom L. Johnson, of Cleveland, has accepted an Invitation to preside at the reception to William J.
Bryan at New York in August. Henry Waterson will deliver an address.
President Roosevelt has appointed
Edward R. Durham as United States
marshal for the Western district of
Missouri for a third term.
Andrew L. Harris, who recently succeeded the late Gdv. Pattison in the
gubernatorial .chair of Ohio, is 111 at
'
.
his home In Eaton.
J. W. Moore, of Marlon, a republican was nominated by the democrats

of the Fourth Kansas district as a
candidate for congressman against J.
M. Miller on a tariff, reform platform.
John F. Stevens, chief engineer, and
the entire canal commission propose
to sail for Panama to start the work
there in earnest.
Eva Booth commander of the Salvation Army In the United States Is
seriously ill at her home in New York.
Secretary Taft will visit Fort Riley
and Fort Leavenworth this fall and
will make two speeches in Kansas
while on the trip.
Rev! William WIggington, a Baptist
minister of Llnneus, Mo., has married more than 2,000 couples during
his ministry. He has a record of all
persons he has married.
Col, Oswald Herbert Ernest of, the
corps of engineers has been retired
for age with the rank of brigadier general.'
Dr. E. B. McCoy, of Caney, Kan.,
has been arrested charged with the
murder of his wife who was reported
to have committed suicide by shooting herself with a revolver.
Mrs. David Reed, sister of Gen
.

George A. and Thomas Custer whq
were killed. in the Indian battle of the
Little Big Horn in Montana June 25,
In Monroe,
1876, died at her home
Mlcb., aped 80 years.
Mrs. James Tanner, wife of the commander-in-chief
of the G. A. R. was
killed recently in an automobile acci
dent at Helena, Mont.
.

Conftreaalonnl,
The senate and house passed the
meat Inspection bills placing the cost
of inspection 6n the government. The
provision placing date of Inspection on
,
canned meats was eliminated.
The pure food bill has been passed
by both houses of, congress.
The railroad rate bill has passed both
houses of congress and has been
signed by the president. It goes Into
effect in 60 days.
Congress has passed a bill appropriating $5,000,000 to satisfy the claim
The attorof the eastern Cherokees.
ney's fees amount to' $750,000.
The senate has confirmed the nomination of Franklin Lane, of Califor
nia, to be a member of. the Interstate
to succeed
commission
commerce
Joseph W. Flfer, of Illinois.
The lower house of congress has
passed a bill granting $3,000 each to
the families of the two San Francisco firemen who lost their lives whiie
fighting the fli;e In' the hold of the
transport Meade In San Francisco har;
,
bor.
By a vote of six to five, the senate
c
canals has
committee on
decided not to go to the Isthmus of
Panama and take testimony In. the
canal investigation.
A bill has passed congress authorizing the secretary of war to deliver to
the Leavenworth Monument association ot Leavenworth, Kan., condemned
cannon to be cast into a statue of
Gen. Leavenworth.
The senate committee on judiciary
has presented a report to that body
which declares that congress 'has no
right to regulate Insurance. The com
mlttee promises to give the reasons at
a later date.
y
The senate has passed Senator La'
-

.

Inter-oceani-

The most violent wind storm in
years recently swept over' Oklahoma
and Indian territory. Two fatalities
were reported and a great amount of
property was damaged.
A telegram from San Francisco to
the chairman of the Minneapolis relief
committee denounces the Red Cross
finance committee regarding the recent sale of flour sent to the sufferers
Harry Thaw, the young millionaire
of Pittsburg, Pa., shot and instantly
killed Stanford White, a New York
architect during a performance at the
Madison Square Roof Garden recently.
The cause of the tragedy Is not known.
After July 31 of this year no more
saloons than are In existence can be
opened in Chicago until the population of the city is nearly double that
of the present time, according to an
ordinance passed by the city council.
The senate bill which repeals the
28 hour law,, by fixing the
maximum of time in transit for stock
at 36 hours upon the written request
of the owner or person In charge of
the particular shipment has passed.
The board of health has directed
the owners of 37 out of 171 slaughter
licuses in various sections of Philadelphia to abandon their establishments.
Conditions, it is charged, were un-

sanitary.
The Nebraska, Kansas and Oklahoma headquarters of the rural free
delivery department of the posloffice
will be removed from Omaha to Kansas City.
It is stated that President Roosevelt has decided to appoint J. S. Harlan, of Illinois, E. B. Clark of Iowa,
and Franklin Lane of California as
the new members of the interstate
commerce commission when the new
rate bill takes effect.
are being held in
Conferences
Washington by United States district
attorneys preparatory to filing the
criminal suits which are to be brought
by the government against the Stand- -,
nrd Oil company.
President Roosevelt has approved
the resolution passed by congress expressing the horror of the people of
the United States over the massacre
of Jews in Russia.
Lewis Embry Jr. has been nominated .by the democrats of Pennsylvania
for governor.. Mr. Embry had previously been nominated by the Lincoln
republicans for the same office.
Neariy every building In the town
of Tittzewah, Ok., has been practically demolished by a tornado. Many
people took refuge in cyclone caves
and no person was Injured.
The correspondent at Constantinople
of the Standard reports that Turkey
has decided to take measures to suppress the Creek bands which are disturbing Macedonia.
Attorney General Moody has directed
that suits be brought against a large
number of railroad companies to recover penalties for violation of the
safety appliance law. '
Chairman Shonts, of the canal commission has expressed the opinion
that the Panama canal will be completed In eight years.
At the hearing of the Dowin oise In
Chicago a teller of the Zion City bank
testified that Dowle's account was
overdrawn $4S1,237 and that for the
last seven years Dowle had drawn
money from the bank at the rate of
$84,000 a year.
John Clark, superintendent of a
Red Cross relief station in San Francisco, has been arrested for selling
large quantities of relief blankets and
appropriating the money.
Seven tramps .captured a freight
train near Glendalo, Ohio, and at the
point of revolvers forced the crev to
leave . They ran the train ten mlks
and then abandoned it.
Havard defeated Yale in the annual
varsity boat race at New London,
Conn., by two lengths and a half.
Harvard's time was. 23:02 and Yale's
:

23:11.

For the year 1905 Andrew Carnegie's
gifts to libraries In the United States
nubered 211 and amount to over
The emperor of Russia is now vir-

tually a prisoner in his palace, only
driving within the grounds. He is surrounded only by his most trusted servants and has the imperial yacht
always ready to sail at a moments notice.
Wireless communication
with

several fortresses is maintained.
Harry K. Thaw pleaded not guilty
when arraigned for the murder of
Stanford White in New York recently
Over two Inches of rain fell In Lon
don In eight hours recently constitut
ing a record. Many districts were
flooded and people were driven from
their homes, the underground rail
roads were Inundated and traffic was
stopped.
Ouster proceedings have .been instituted by Circuit Attorney Sager against
the Cella Commission company of St
Follette's joint resolution extending Louis. Mr. Sager asks that all pro
the scope of the Inquiry now being perty of the firm be forfeited to the
conducted by the Interstate commerce state.
commission so as to have It Include the
It is stated that Czar Nicholas will
attend with emperor William the en
transportation and storage ot grains.
The conference report od the naval tire maneuvers of the German fleet
appropriation bill has been adopted near the end of July.
William Patrick, of Prldmont, Kan.,
by the house.
Tbe general deficiency bill, carrying has surrendered to the military au'
an appropriation of $10,245, SOP, his thorltles at Fort Logan his
son, who bad deserted
from the
been reported to the house,
army.
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The cattle sanitary board has fixed
the teiritorlal levy to two and a hall
;
.
mills.
s
The blowing out of a water plug on
a passenger engine of the Santa Fe
Central railway engine of the. Santa
central railway at Donaclano recently,
compelled the passengers to walk six
miles Into Santa Fe,
Fresman A. Taber, farmer at the
Santa Fe Industrial School, has been
promoted and transferred to the Navajo Indian reservation at Shiprock
as farmer. Samuel McKibben of Santa
Fe was appointed to succeed him at

SUMMARY-

Governor's

New Home.
The residence recently purchased by
Governor Hagerman on Lincoln avenue, and which Is being remodeled, is
Hearing completion, and promises to
develop into a beautiful home, says
the New Mexican.
The entrance begins at the sidewalk,
where two massive pillars support the
gracefully designed gate. Leading on,
the entrance Is supported by attractive
pergola columns, painted white. There
are also pergola columns, In groups of
two, at Intervals about the porch. All
jf the exterior work Is white. The
e
Santa Clara.
walls have received a coat of peb'
,
has appointed ble dashing.
Governor Hagerman
There are seven rooms down stairs
Chief Justice William J. Mills and Ter
ritorial Secretary Reynolds to appor- and four up stairs. The first room en
tion the territory for the state constitu- tered Is the reception room. To the
tional convention. It will be several right of the reception room Is the lidays before they will be ready to an- brary. The wood work In these two
ooms will be painted a flat' white.
nounce tbe result of their labors.
of Rio Arriba Back of the library is the dining
Sheriff Hernandes
in baronial oak with colonial
county has lodged in the territorial
penitentiary A. J. Martlnei, aged thirty-f- furniture to match In color, which is
years, to serve, five years for at- very dark brown, almost black. Back
ive
of the dining room is the . kitchen,
tempted criminal assault, and E.
aged eighteen, to serve eighteen which will be "painted in light gray.
To the left of the reception room le
months for discharging a pistol In a
the parlor.
The governor's bedroom
settlement.
a
back of the parlor, and it will
Efforts are being made toconsolldate be next
painted white with a pea green tap
the four large wholesale liquor estab- estry
paper. The bathroom, which Is,
lishments In Albuquerque. The stores next on this side,
is suitably furnished
are Bachechi & Gioml; Ernst, Meyers
and will be rmnpred with a tlllne miner.
& Eakin and Stern,
& Co., Melin
the- - guest chamber,
SchlosB & Co. The combination will Then 'comes
painted light blue and papered in figliquor
strongest
wholesale
make the
ured paper, through which runs a
corporation in the Southwest.
stripe. The rooms up stairs are all
Despite the fact that he is seventy-si- bedrooms. The main hall, running
years of age, and has served as clear through the building, will be
delegate to Congress from New Mex- painted an olive, green.
ico, Col. Francisco Parea, the father of
and- - the grandSupreme Court Decisions.
father of over 100 grandchildren,
thluks that he will never be too old to
Supreme .Court
The
Teritorial
learn, and has enrolled himself as a handed down a number of Important
student at the Bernalillo county teach- decisions on the 29th ultimo, the priners' institute at Albuquerque.
cipal of which will result In the restiAt Albuquerque, June 25th, Judge tution of large amounts of moneys colGallegos
Abbott sentenced Venceslado
lected by county assessors and treasto forty years in the penitentiary for urers between the years 1901 and 1S06
the murder of Francisco Torres. The as their commission on gaming and
crime was committed at the Heaton liquor licenses. The court ruled that
coal mine in McKinley county last this four per cent, commission was illeApril. Both men, after receiving gal, the case being that of Frank A.
their pay, started In to drink and gam- Hubbell and A: Sandoval vs. the Board
ble, which led to a quarrel. Gallegos of County Commissioners of Bernalillo
grabbed up a batchet and split open county.
the head of his victim.
In another case, that of the Terri
The Bluewater Development Com- tory of New Mexico vs. J. H. Russell,
pany, capital stock, $150,000, principal the court held that a buggy Is not do
office at Albuquerque, has filed arti- mestic machinery and that therefore
C. E. Wantland Russell, whd peddled buggies without
cles of Incorporation.
and George J. Anderson of Denver, taking out a peddler's license, is guilty
MaJ. J. S. Van Doren of Los Angeles of illegal peddling.
The decision of the lower court w as
and Chicago capitalists are Interested
affirmed in the case ot Susan B. BarIn the company, which will place
acres in Valencia county under irri- ber, plaintiff in error, vs. Monroe Hargation with water from the Cottonwood per, to replevin cattle,' and was reversed In the case of the First Naand Bluewater rivers.
Bank of Albuquerque vs. George
Because James Hamilton, one of the tional
jurors who tried Sam Houston, a ne F. Albright et al., the court toholding
make
that the assessor had no right
' gro, on the charge of murdering Char
upon the capley Johnson, remarked on the day ot additional assessments
case of
the trial that he was going to town to ital stock of the bank. The
"hang a nigger," Judge Pope, in the the Territory vs. Frank A. Hubbell
District Court at Roswell, granted the was dismissed.
The case of Sofre Alexander vs. An
defendant a new trial after he had
been convicted of murder In the sec drew W. Cleland wa3 remanded to the
ond degree. The negro was releassd lower court.
on a $3,000 bond, signed by a white

,

ont-ild-

room,-finishe-

Or-teg-

x

twenty-slx'childre- n

0

man.
Montazuma's Return.
Anion Nlola, en Italian miner, who
Montezuma escaped from
Abraham
was shot at Dawson, Colfax county,. the United States Indian School yesterseveral weeks ago, on the day when day. There was great excitement for
Governor Hagerman visited the coal a time. He entered the school about
camp, died In the Mlnnequa hospital a year ago, coming from the Navajo
at Pueblo, Colorado, from his wound. country.
was supposed that he hart
Nicola was shot in the back by his gone backIt to his people. Searching
washerwoman, with whom he had a
were sent out. At one time n
dispute over a bill rendered by her. parties
suggested to get the bloodhounds
was
but
cord,
spinal
The bullet severed the
the penitentiary, but their failure
Nicola lingered until June 22(1. al from
to follow the trail of the last two esthough unconscious most of the time.
caped convicts did not hold out encourAn expert has arrived at Ojo Cali agement In that direction.
by
ent, the famous hot springs owned
The search was kept up throughout
Antonio Joseph, for the the day without success. About .8
purpose of installing a complete sys o'clock in the evening a dark object
tem to bottle the waters ot the springs, was seen In Andrew's park; the night
which have been found of great curn watchman went to Investigate and, betlve value In many cases of disease, hold, "Abe" had returned, tired, weary
Bottling is to be done on a big scale and hungry and fully repentant. Abe
and Mr. Joseph has already made ar- is a captive eagle and lives in a. cage
rangements for large shipments to in the park at the school.
Denver and other cities. Antonio Jo
He is a fine bird, but evidently has
seph,, Jr., will have charge of tbe bot had too good a time of it. Hence his
tling works.
attempt at flight to the mesas and
Sheriff ,K. S. Woodruff left Roswell canons of his nativity. Santa Fe New
June 26th with the following prisoners Mexican.
for Santa. Fe, who were convicted at
tne present term oi counr james a,
Jail Delivery Prevented.
Blackwell, five years, for arson; T. W.
Alford, three years, for burglary;
Sheriff Plonfoa TJumern frustrated a
Charles Polk, a negro boy, four years, clever attempt at jail delivery at Las
for stealing a horse and Jog from a Vetrna nn the. 29th ultimo. J. T. O Bl ien
Chinaman; Domingo Clmetel, an old called at the jail and asked permission
Mexican, two years, for shooting in a to give D. U Blair, a Katon swucu-man- ,
bawdy house; Clarence Moore, a ne
bound over to the grand Jury for
gro, one year, for carving another ne on nttemnt to steal railroad property, a
gro with a razor.
apple pie.- - The sheriff or
dered the pie cut and in tne town
In the District Court at Albuquerque,
Judge Abbott sustained the demurrer crust found a steel file seven Inches
In the Gallup election case, ruling that long.
a taxpayer had no right to bring action ' While the jailer was Investigating
to test the title of office ot any official the pie, O'Brien was seen to hand the
elected by the people. This is the first prisoner a note. This appeared to be
victory for Gallup s new Town Council, a telegram from the United Statts
reand practically throws tbe case out of marshal to the effect that he had
court for the time being. The court ceived Blair's bond and would have
Inmaintained that the question was one him released. It was evidently the
to be brought up by the attorney gen tention of O'Brien to send this fake
eral of the territory In the way of quo telegram to the sheriff, as another
copy of it was found on him and also
warranto proceedings.
saws. He was arrested and is
Wright Pond, well known in sport three
also In Jail.
ing circles, fell to his death on the
night of June 26th from the Van Stan
......
.
.
'
Overcome by gas at me uuuu'
hotel in Roswell. He struck head first
on the cement walk. His skull was the Mllo Hill coal mine, two miles
crushed. He was discovered this northeast ot Santa Fe, In trying to
and bis
morning unconscious and died a
r
rescue Sixto Mausanyes
after being removed to St. Mary's brother, the proprietor of the mine,
hospital. Pond had been drinking heav Mllo Hill, had a narrow escapivfiom
ily. He was an educated man about death, and all three owe their lives to
forty years ot age and led a dlsslnated two strangers who were passing the
gambling life. He is said to have come mine and drew up the unconscious
They regained consciousm-fefrom an excellent Houston, Texis, men.
family.
,
aner several uuuis.
half-hou-
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fcATE, MEAT INSPECTION AND
PUKE FOOD BILLS HTTBRIED
THROUGH THEOUGH BF.FOBE
ADJOURNMENT RESUME OF
"WORK

ACCOMPLISHED.

Washington.

completed

Congress

ENDS TASKS

Friday the execution of Its legislative
programme and adjourned Saturday.
On the eve of adjournment the difference between the house and senate
on the important bills pending wert
adjusted. As a result of the action
taken the following measures were laid
before the president for his approval:
The railroad rate act
The agricultural appropriation bill,
J1j lulling the meat inspection
amend--

ment.

I

MEASURES

already great burden the consideration
of cases raising the Issue as to whether certain articles of food or drugs
contain harmful Ingredients, are
or because of their labels violate the pure food law.
Canal Type Is Fixed.
With the adjournment of congress
it Is possible to make a survey of the
entire field of important legislation
enacted during the session. The three
most prominent measures already
have been referred to, and their general provisions are well known to the
country. Next In point of Interest
perhaps comes the Panama canal act.
The house first declared in favor of
the lock canal, by providing that ho
portion of the money appropriated in
the sundry civil bill should be expended on a sea level project A majority of the senate committee reported In favor of a sea level canal, but
after a vigorous debate the president's
recommendation In favor of a lock
type was. approved by a vote of 3G
to 81.
A joint resolution was passed by
congress requiring the purchase
of
supplies and materials for the canal in
the American market unless the president shall determine that the bids of
domestic producers are extortionate or
unreasonable.
Congress
appropriated $42,500,000
for continuing work on the canal,
$16,500,000 being deficiency appropriations and $26,000,000 being for work
during the fiscal year 1907. In addition to these appropriations steps are
being taken to Issue the canal bonds
authorized. by the Spooner act, which
may be Issued "from time to time"
to the extent of $130,000,000. During
the present session congress provided
that these bonds should have the
rights and privileges of other two per
cent, bonds of the United States and
the tax of
of one per cent,
Imposed upon bonds deposited to se
cure national bank circulation was tm
posed upon the canal bonds when used
for such security. It was also pro
vlded that the deficiency appropriation
should be returned to the treasury
from the proceeds of the sale of the
canal bonds.
ed

The pure food act'
The president signed the railroad
rate bill at 11:45 Friday night It goes
into effect in 60 days.
New Epoch in Legislation.
Had Tothing else been done this congress these measures would stand out
s monuments to the present national
administration. In, emphatic manner
they mark the beginning of a new
epoch in federal IcgUlation governmental regulation on corporations and
he invocation of the police power, so
to HpeHk, to tay the hand of private
freed and protect the pocketbook and
v the heallh and general
welfare of the
masses. "
Jn thf end the house has. had its
way mostly regarding the railroad rate
bill. Oil pipe lines remain in the measure Vis common carriers, but the commodity provision of the ;blllhas been
fixed so as to make Jbe prohibition of
an alliance between transportation
and production apply only to "railroad
lomytanies." The railroads cannot own
mines or transport their own
products, but Standard Oil and the independent oil companies can pipe their
own product. The senate yielded on
ibis point because toe house refused
to give in by an overwhelming vote,
end otherwise the whole bill would
have died.
Eenator Tillman contented himself
with a tevera "roast" of the Standard
Cil influence, and then as the one In
Statehood Issue Settled.
charge of the measure voted to accept
The
admission
of Oklahoma and In
- the
conference report. The senate
dlun territory as a single state was
F&ined a part of its contention in a
accomplished by the act approved
readjustment of the anti-p- a
feature June 16. The
act also admits Arizona
of the bill which prohibits free trans- and New Mexico
Into the union as a
portation to every one rave certain
single state, provided that a majority
- excepted
elates, including railroad In each of the territories
shall vote
for joint statehood, "and not otherofficial!, attorneys, surgeons, etc, of
wise." This bill was the subject of
the (c.mpanles.
bitter "contention, as It had been In
'
House Victory in Meat BUL
It passed the house
former sessions.
The meat legislation was a complete In the form of a bill admitting the
victory for the house. The senate four territories as two states.
The
agreed to the conference report and senate amended the bill by eliminatformally ratified it There ing all provisions relating to Arizona
(he
were two points in controversy
the Hnd" New Mexico. In conference the
payment for Inspection service and the conditional admission of these ter. question of putting dates on the labels ritories as a state was agreed upon,
fit cans and packages of meat prod- - and after vigorous debate In both
Wucts. The government will pay the houses the conference report was
"cost of inspection, Instead of the pack- agreed to.
ers, fix' labels will not require the
After several years of effort on the
l;Uc ot inspection or canning of the part of the state department congress
contents,
at this session passed an act reorganIn announcing the failure of the sen- izing the consular service. The conate conferees to win on these disputed suls general and consuls are grouped
points, Senator Proctor said the bill by classes, and provision Is made for
accomplished a great deal, inasmuch an Inspection service consisting of Ave
'
as it .provides for, thorough inspection consuls general at large, with a salof all meat products and, the sanitary ary cf $5,000. each. No officer In the
regulation of packing plants, and that consular service receiving more than
the conferees felt they could not lose $1,000 is permitted to engage in busieverything by holding out for distinc- ness or practice law. All .fees are to
tive, features which the public would be. turned Into the treasury. Origin'
sot accept He paid his compliments ally the bill prvided that the higher
to the packers in strong terms and offices thould be filled by promotion
charged them with having engineered only, hot this provision was eliminsystem has
the icheme that created sentiment In ated and the promotion
been established by the state departpay
government
making
of
the
favor.
,
the cort of Inspection. Other senators ment without further enactment
Boon in Alcohol Bill.'
entered their protest against the conA most important piece of legislatroverted provisions of the measure,
but finally the conference report was tion Is the removal of the tax upon
adopted.'
denatured alcohol. It was strongly
In, the house, acceptance of the re- opposed by .manufacturers of kerosene
port was a pure formality. One im- and gasoline. In the debate It was
portant new feature of the measure alleged that, with the tax removed,
and
as it passed both houses Is an added alcohol could "be manufactured
either kerosene or
appropriation of. 900,0(10. to the $3,- -' sold cheaper-tha(100,000 for inspection- provided in the gasoline and that It would enter into
universal use for illuminating, motive
nouse amenamenr.
i niB was orougni - power
and otherwise.
uy
ungm
viiiijuiuuig
uuuui
uie niiu'uiu
A national quarantine law, providinally appropriated to the bureau of
animal industry for inspection under ing for uniformity of administration
the old system with the new perma- and giving the federal government
quarantines in
power - to establish
nent appropriation. '
port cities and supersede the local and
Pure Food Bill Criticised.
state authorities, has been passed.
'
The conference report on the' pure
An employer's liability bill, to meet
food bill was adopted by both bouses
the demands of the trainmen of the
change.
any
opinion
In
the
without
United States, has been placed upou
of Dr. Wiley and other officials of the the statute books after years of effort.
agricultural department, It Is a good
Greater Aid for Militia.
measure as far 88 It goes, but Mr.
Among the acts affecting the miliU:inn nf PlitVnpfi whn had rhnrpp of
the conference report, says that It was tary establishment were those innot as good as had been hoped for. creasing the efficiency of the ordnance
It Is weak in that it does not provide department of the army and increasa standard by which drugs, foods and ing the appropriation- for the militia
drinks can be measured to determine from $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 annually.
Congress took a new tack' in the
whether 'they comply" with ' the law.
That Important question Is referred to naval aprpoprlatlon bill. Instead of
the courts, which under the bill as it authorizing the construction of the
win become law must add to their biggest battleship afloat, as first pro
"
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vided by the house, the bill as finally J
passed authorizes the preparation of (
plans foe such a vessel, to be submit
ted to congress. The naval act of this
year makes small provision otherwise
for the increase of the navy.
A bill was passed defining hazing
and providing for the punishment of
midshipmen guilty of the offense.
General legislation during this ses
sion included an act prohibiting In
terstate commerce In spurious or
falsely stamped articles made of gold
or silver alloy, an act providing for
the marking ot the graves of confed- erate soldiers and sailors and an act
providing for the disposition of the
five civilized tribes of Indians..
affecting
The principal legislation
the Philippines was an act postponing the operation of the coastwise
laws until April 11, 1909; another revising (he Philippines tariff, and a
third authorizing the purchase of coal
claims by the secretary of. war.
An important measure to cattle interests Is that changing the
law so that cattle may be kept in carl
36 hours without unloading.
Immigration Bill Fails.
Among the Important measures that
have failed the immigration bill demands first consideration.
It failed
because a conference committee was
not appointed to settle the disagreement between the two houses. After
a spirited fight in the house, in which
Speaker Cannon participated, the Immigration bill, originally a senate
measure, was passed, with a substitute
for the "educational test," which required immigrants to possess the ability to read English or some other language. The house substituted a section providing for a commission to Investigate the subject of immigration.
The bill will command attention when
congress reconvenes in the fall.
The bill to prevent contributions by
corporations to campaign funds was
started In the house. It was forced
through the senate by the Indefatigable efforts of Senator Tillman.
The
house leaders refused to let It come
up there, although It is understood
action will be permitted at the next
sesssion. The Democrats charge that
the Republicans want to .lay it over
until after the congressional elections,
In order to get one more chance at the
corporation barrel.
The Philippine tariff bill is still another notable failure. It was one ot
the features of the original adminis-tio- n
programme, was whipped through
the house, after a celebrated fight with
the insurgents, and eventually landed
in the seclusion of a senate commit
It has been allowed to be
forgotten for the present.
The immunity bill, designed to prevent the recurrence of fiascos such as
attended the prosecution of the Chicago beef cases, passed the house and
In amended form was reported favorably trom the senate committee on judiciary. Ever since then efforU to get
It up have failed owing to the objection of some senator or other.
It has been a hard session for treaties. The Santo Domingo convention,
much desired by the administration,
has neen kept down by the hostile minority in the senate. No action has
been taken either on the Isle of Pine
or Algeciras treaties.
Fata of Cabor Bills.
BI1U, most of which were demanded
by he leaders of organized labor, have
met their fate as follows:
1. The
bill dead in
the judiciary committee.
2. The eight-hobill, reported from
the committee on labor, but not acted
upon.
3. The election of senators in congress by direct vote of the people-d- ead
in committee.
4.
'lhe publicity of campaign expenses bill, recently reported to the
house, but not acted upon.
5. The letter carriers' bill
dead in
committee.
6. The bill to regulate the hours ot
railway tcalnmen dead in committee.
7. The bill for the relief of the
survivors dead In committee.
8.. The bill to prevent convict-mad-e
goods from competing with the goods
manufactured by honest labor dead In
comnVtlee.
Outside the line of actual legislation,
the present session will be historic
through having authorized the Investi
gation that has led to the railroad-coa- l
exposures. Another resolution adopted
by the senate will cause an Investigation of the alleged grain trust and
railroad-elevatcombine In the west.
that rromlreg to be equally If not
more sensational.
What Congress Has Spent.
The following is given as practically
an accurate statement of the disbursements authorized
from the public
'

ur

Slo-cu- m

treasury:..
Snndrv civil
District of C'olnnibia
Xrmy

Naval
Fortification
Military academy
Pennloiii

Permanent
fgrlciiltnral
Public buildings
Indian
Mllltla

Statehood
llrfcent deflclnnry
yeneral deficiency
Legislative, executive and
cial
Pout office
Miscellaneous

Total

'

RECLAIMING ARID LAND.

RAILROi

Is Dry Farming the Solution of Pressing Problems?
(From John L. Cowan's "Dry Fanning the Hope of the West" in the July
Century.)
Contrary to commonly accepted'
ideas as the statement may be, It is,
nevestheless, an amply demonstrated
fact that wherever in this great arid
empire the annual rainfall averages as
high as twelve Inches, as good" crops
can be raised without irrigation as
with it. This means that almost every
acre of the great plains between the
Missouri river and the Rocky mountains, and most ot the
parks and plateaus between the Rockies and the 'Pacific, will produce as
abundantly' as will the rich prairie
lands of Iowa, Missouri and Illinois,
and much more abundantly than the
richest of the lands in any of the older
states along the Atlantic seaboard;
that there Is enough land now utilized,
if at all, only for grazing to make possible the trebling or quadrupling ot the
present farming population of the
United States; that outside of comparatively small areas in western Texas
and in portions ot Utah, Nevada, Arizona, Idaho, Wyoming, South Dakota
and southern California, there is little
arable land in the great West that may
farms,
not be divided into forty-acreach one of which will be capable of
family.
supporting an average-sizeProbably there Is no exaggeration in
the statement made by one writer tbat
the region between the
of the
Rocky mountains, bounded o the
south by the Itlo Grande and on the
north by the Canadian border, is capable of producing fruits, cereals, vege
tables and live stock sufficient for the
support of the entire present population of the globe. This vast area ot
fertile, and as yet almost unutilized
land, Is the foundation upon which the
American people must build for the
continuance of their prosperity for at
least a century to come. Properly utilized, it may solve many perplexing
problems. It will relieve the congestion of the cities, provide an outlet for
superabundant capital, and afford opportunities for the enterprising aud
discontented for decades, it contains
the richest mineral deposltB, the greatest forest resources, the most fertile
genial
soil, and the most
and
salubrious
climate ' on this continent. What its development
and
to the
exploitation
would mean
mertransportation, manufacturing,
cantile, financial and labor interests of the nation cannot be even
It. would furnish
dimly foreshadowed.
a stimulus that would be felt not
merely In the great centers of population and industry, but in the remotest
hamlet and on the most isolated farm
pin the Republic.
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AMERICANS KILLED NEAR.1
LONDON, ENGLAND.
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New Reservation

s

Rules.

,

change in the regulations cf the
.forestry bureau concerning the grating
of sheep in the reserves ot Wyoming,
Colorado, Montana, Utah and other
states abolishes the percentage system
A

heretofore In use, and under which syS'
tern lambs under six months of age
were counted. Hereafter no count will
be made of lambs under six months ot
nge, and the charges will be made on
a flat rate basis, counting only the old
stock. Tho minimum price for grazing sheep will be kept at 5 cents t head
for the present.
The chief forester, In a letter to the
National Wool Growers' Association,
announces that other changes will be
made that will benefit the sheep and
wool growing interests using the forest
reserves, "it will be our aim," writes
the chief forester, "to readjust the
charges for grazing sheep on an equitable basis, lowering the rate In localities where It appears too high and raising it in localities where the advantages warrant it. I assure you it will
be our aim to make the rates comparatively equitable in all cases, and 1
hope we will be able to adjust this
mntter to the satisfaction of the sheepmen."
The action of tho .forestry bureau Is
the result of protests from the sheepmen using tho Pin Juan and Coehe-top- a
forest reserves in Colorado.
These protests were presented to the
National Wool Growers' Association,
and by It referred to the chief forester.
Complaints of Inequitable regulations
on other reserves have been received
and in due time the wool growers' association hopes to secure the needed
concessions.

To Conserve Soil Fertility,
Soil depletion has been universal in
regions which have been growing
wheat exclusively and all of the great
regions of this country
have finally resorted to restorative
farming. Dairying and other intensive
foirns of agriculture now dominate the
former centers of wheat production.
'.Wheat raising in the United States has
been in the main a pioneer industry.
It has had its greatest activity on unsubdued land In the forefront of civilisation, has preceded more general
farming and has been conducted In an
untenhlve and wasteful manner. Either
this must change or the United States
mtist Import most of the wheat she
consumes in the future. New land is
nf.oW.MO
no longer obtainable, except In small
71.MKUK4)
amounts.
W2.(HH.m
Soil depletion has already made it6.(Xfi.(Ki
!.mi.w
self felt tn the bard wheat region. The
14i.(km.(H4
common practice ot summer fallowing
HtMMi.fmo
U an acknowledgment
ot this. It Is
'.Oihi.iicO
Ifi.iiMumO
not so generally recognized that the
r.... 9.(n.Vi0 quality us well as the yield Is affected.
l.wm.iiMS
f..Wi0.(lm
The Importation of good seed is of temKi.Hrti.omi
porary benefit on land that has dete-
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Passenger Just Arrived;
from New York Among the Dead.
List Includes Many Prominent Peo-

Twenty-Thre-

e

ple.-

Salisbury, Eng. Driving at a mad
pr.ee over the London Southwestern
railway, the American Line. Express,
carrying forty-threof the . steamer
New York'b passengers from rij'moiith
to London, plunged from the track
e

just

aier putting the station here at.

1:67 Sunday morning and mangled to
death In its wreckage twenty-threpassengers who Sidled from New York
June 23d, and lour of the trainmen.
Beside those to whom death came
speedily a dozen persons were injured,
' .
some ot them seriously.
Frederick Henry Cossitt, who was
married In New York June 18th and
who Is among the dead, was the second member rf his wedding party to
uiett tragic death within a week. Stanford White, who was killed by Harry
K. Thaw, was one of the wedding
guests.
.
,
The list of tiead Includes a number
of prominent residents of New York
'
and other American cities.
The late hour of the New York's
uriva) at Plymouth saved many lives.
She carried more than sixty traveler
for London, but many of them elected
to travel on comfortably to Southampton in preference to the late 'andlnR-aPl mouth and the long night ride
across the country. If the New York
nasi made raster passage tne somner
roK'er cf the dead and .injured would
have been longer.
A short distance out of Salisbury be
gins a remarkable curve which sometimes hp.s been .described as the most:
dangerous in the world and which certainly posHenses elements of danger.
Not only does lhe line enter and leave
the station on a curve, but where it
crosses Fifcherron street, the line takes
a slight rise. It was practically at this
point that the engine Jumped the rails
and brought about a uisaster, ootn a
regards the percentage of lives lost
and the extent of the dumage to rolling stock, almost without' precedent
In the annals of British railway accidents, especially of boat expresses.
The' first bodies recovered and identified included those of John E. McDonald, New York; W. H. Thompson,
addicts unknown; C. ' F. McMeekln,.
New York; Frank W. Koch, Allen-towPennsylvania; Jules Keeler, address unknown; Charles Sentoil, New
York; Rev. E. L. King, Toronto; Miss
Mnrv F. Hewlnon, New York; .Mrs. C.
W. Elphicke. Chicago, and Mrs. Walte-o- f
New Y( It. Dudley P. Hirding. of
Nik Vnrl- 1.f.is Cnssier of Trumbull, w-;
,.t.,.-,- t
t? VI PnasHt nf NeYork were Wive when they were removed from lf:e wreck, but died at the
infirmary s' e n after their admittance.,
e
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CEATH CF MRS. TANNER.'

!

Wife or G. A. R. Commander killed in
Autcmcbile Aceidert.
i
Helena. Mont. Mrs. James Tanner,,
wife cf the co. miandnr-l- chlef ot the
Grand Army of the Republic, died thi
jib the result of an automobile accident.
Central and Mrs. Tanner arrived:
hue this morning, the general being:
on a vibit of inspection to the Montana
department of the Grand Army. This
afternoon General and Mrs.' Tanner,
Mrs. J. K. Toole, wife of the governor,
and Gen. lister Wilson of Bozeman,
made v.p nn automobile party visiting
points in the vicinity of the city.
On the way to Fort Harrison, while
going lit a fairly swift rate along tho
narrow rot.d, the chauffeur turned out
to make room for a freight wagon. The
road runs along an embankment and
the road was so narrow th,tt the automobile run off the edge, turned over,
and threw the occupants out.
Mrs. Tanner struck the ground first
and Mrs. Toole and General Wilson fell
on top of her. She was unconscious
and was tuken Immediately to a hospital, dying Just as. she reached there.
The other members of the party were
cot seriously hurt.
n
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wheat-raisin-

riorated and the systematic breeding
Is of even
of wheat of high quality
greater value, but neither of these can
maintain the yield and quality of hard
wheat 'uuless the soil fertility is

'

DENVER-GREELE-

LINE.

Electric Railway Planned Between the
Two Cities, i,
Denvfr. That northern Colorado
will be crossed by a number of electric
railways within a short time Is the belief ot a good many men who are
watching developments of that great,
agricultural region, and there Is oiik
project, i says the Republican, that
being quietly pushed along, but promises to be carried out. Several month
ago J. D. Houseman Came to Colorado-froSt. Louis, and' after looking the
situation over, Incorporated the Denver and Greeley road, the object being to build an electric railroad between those two points. He soon nf-- .
ter incorporated and has been quietly
at work..
Mr. Houseman came West wllh the
reputation of havVg financed and
floated several such enterprises, and
has Hie confidence of eastern finan
ciers. ' He has offices on the fourth
floor of the Commonwealth bv tiding in
ibis city.
1
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"Dry Farming

I

M

ft am

cultivation of arid land
minim irrigation, it seems like an lui- -

Ixissibllitv. rinpa it tint
Daiilnmutlnn
of &(m,000,000 acres of land, at present
unproductive and comparatively worth-lencot through irrigation but through
mm too seems like a chl
Ulfta. But aurvoaaflil A
entific Soil culture liv what (a Im'nirn
8 the Campbell system, according to
joun u. iowan, easily makes possible
results that at flrat nwm
Mr. Cowan's discussion, in much ln- leresting detail, or this new method of
producing bountiful crops without Irrl- nauon, wii oe a fascinating and vain
uic iraiure 01 me juiy ueniury
ruui-aiinn-
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HIS HONOR RODE FICKABACK

EH

Just why the Dortera in the n.st
mice Duuaing scrub down the corridors at Ave In the afternoon Instead
of at four as formerly has just been
uisciosea. says the New York Sun.
Not very lona azo the nortera he.
?an swashing water up and down the
corridors at the verv mnment thu
icuerai courts adjourn, four sharp.
A good many persons were
still in
the building, though, much Incon- nencea by the flood.
ComDlainta
ere maae, but nothing was done.
finally a slichtlv hunt wirv fed.
Judge happened to stay beyond
the usual closlne hour
When
ha

Keen Traders, Who, in Time
of War,
"ver on tne Alert to Get
the Money of the

-

t.

army In Manchuria for
six months
says In the Boston Herein
...
New Version of "Twenty-Three.- "
eign campaigners
remarked in the
A veteran
"fan" stopped me In field that no army Drobahiv
.o.i
jnuuuwav me oiner aay ana shouted son many canteens In Its wake. When
'
"Twenlv-three!"- .
.
army
The tnmn
the
was not marehin n,..
twenty-threemad. "Why don't yot. always a canteen Or fWft tint fn
uA
us
teii
wuai u means," he continued. na,rJ0f 6Very divi8ln- was ready to leave the daily flood
When
it
K.?r.vDtmy wants to know. You don't
down to recuperate after a
battle nan covered the floor a soapy Inch
know? Well. I can nut vnn urla
canteens were nuieLiv
kh.u..,
i;ren.
twenty-threin the basebail regula
Manchu houses. These
"No rubbers and thin shoeV
carried cigar-ettetions biybb me umpire tne privilege of
writine nin
r
clghed his honor, rnpfnllv
j u
clearing the grounds. When he en"Wott
m tation brandy,
forces it everybody must sklddoo "
imitation whisky. there's only one thins for me tr. dri
vm, imitation sherry, sake
rpt my reet soaked. Do you think
"""ou
"en i inn
and sometimes Manila cigars.
you're strong enough to ferry me
"
"Japanese are keen tr0,i
Dogs Kiled for Food.
over?" he laughingly asked
t
,
.
.
a
ZOO feet back
nan..!..
of the Nanohn i.t.
In Germany 2.40S dnn mm hiua
jiuty aiarsnai Mike Blake.
one
day, in the seven-da"Sure, your honor," grinned Mike.
for food In the last three months of last
battle of the
year, unaer official inspection. How Hhako, there was a Japanese peddler
"But will yon?"
many more were privately or surrepti- selling cigarettes. Phi AO a
"Sure, your honor.- - Up with you."
tiously butchered it would be impos- - cakes, rice and beer to
So It hannened
thar
the reserves.
- 1. v otoM
i
i u i j rnmn.is
vwumiia- muie iu estimate, xne journal quoted
During the same battle
the 'canteens sioner Shlflds, who watches over the
Bums the matter up with the remark were never more
n i..i. federal Judges m a
than rhro
u..
tnat the German nation's food "de of the front
chickens, had a shook on coming
line of the trenches.
more
and more on the dog."
tenus
As the Jauannse arMai.'
i. around a corner to behold his honor
JtitK iriottne.
.1.00 a month, and the army sav- - rldlnc pickaback nn hi mm... nioi..-.- .
"igs DaiiKs had, considering that, phe- shoulders across the sudsy Jordan
nomenal deposits, there
Will not nihkp roil iibitiiii..
and enjoy-Injunir denier or Tha
r m.,v.
it like any
aw Aim
spending money in the army. A
umiver.
"Good heavens!" ejaculated the
bottle
of beer cost ten cents
and a packet of vummissioner. all In a fluster. "This
'Tis very strange Miss
Is certainly something
cigarettes about three cents.
new for vou.
i woroa snouiu be so chary.
jndee."
Whenever there was a tiring
every meal she gravely sits
battle
the commander in nhiot .... u
"Wish I'd
It v
I'twn tne dictionary.
sake distributed as a ration. On the John, crowr-his honor. "Get up
m.kado's birthday a year ago one ex- there, marshal. You see, John."
tra double narkel r.f
his honor "t hover.1,. was
distributed to each man"6'cuc
in the field. sood ride like this since I was a boy
T0
C08t the Pmnprnp tv,
and I tell vou it's great."
n n
V- -f
V. M. U. Tou ,ake
Ho.000. Otherwise, when
And as if he had been a 'grandson
disthe
rustic when tribution was
"iiyinit a
possible, ten cigarettes Instead of a- pn'u imiiiri ma ijunor
from ua; Mapped his heela nalt.e 1,- -- i
went with the regular ration.
lil'V Ml war.
ranted to be
One day in an American
ribs until he broke Into a splashins
periods
as rnvreaent- fti
This r1..iu
rc?elved at camp there r na
.nio...
Die l ttlil hipoem celebrating tiio nSdi
.
.
The COmmlsisrmpr
...
complete
nia
C ...w huuuiicuic Ui lUg
wiin tu ur
Alarmed at the incident, at the prob""imui'se irom drink.
lllktfl. ffinc ord
.
"This CailSPil rnnr-orv . ability of it, being repeated and
at
tyi.
triM 9 . Japanese officers, who disliked the
P"iDie lese majeste of its pub'
Sold
.
- v.rv. l,.r. ,,,,
.i.vl,, nna ror our rrti cat- - cuipuS,g lam upon the difrerence be. lication that hp hastened to the post"7,?; i'!'
i?.""ir"
master and insisted thof eh.
ieeu meir army anrl a
irminr m.. nearer. Colo. army, and the commissary general scrubdown be
at an hour when
n wa more possible to preserve the
STOVE REPAIRS or ever know n make w.u wic mreign ooservers:
.,,v
or raute.
'ur"ce
federal proprieties.
'"Our soldiers like drink
I'ullro. 11131 Lawraura. Uoavar. Uoue 7 it.
..n
ujr otner soldiers.
Sometimes they
BARRFRS' SUPPIIF
The Sunday BowdV
'"l"nlfrlndr.. need It when they cannot get it. and
wur.HMKH BK08,. ItH-tLarimer Street, Iener.
i send It to them in the trenches,' The Sunday rowdv la nn
most pestiferous of the
matter of fact. thnnh tv,a
J. H. WILSON STOCK SADDLES
ancea In New York. rr mL-.-.
ant
at
bome
u.
has
a
hard
.
unmioh
tim
,.mr urairr ior mem, aake no other.
v
euiipiy u.mseir with food, he Is not miserable for manv neranna .hn..
only holiday Is Sunday and whose only
more averse than other nnnu
TO IO 00 DATLT
A6CNTS MK!C "
means or escaping from the heat and
strong
liquor
once
he
learns
lo,
"" imiwrnn iienver, Ct
the taste
oi u. Many a man will go home from noise of the city is the public transBROWN PAIAHF
the campaien with taatas
...... .1ha U', (Cl IIUH portation System. It la imnnoolhl t
find any defense
oerore. The mannfartnra
,, ..- - nnU pwani.
for the Sunday
r MV
i
. v. .
....
lO
a young Industry in Japan, but rowdy. He may be explained as an
AiHtK CAN HOUSE EKNkVKiK' T- - from the time the
overdeveloned Dhvalnna with
derdeveloped mind. This year the
ported it has grown to ennrmnn.
plan""' "y "0,,1 '"
y "t.nuns. lieaUntiBrtprs ovon h.it.i. transportation managers whose failure to perform their dntlea In tho
ion headquarters In
underground
past
is largely ret Donslble fnr th
i
.
irencnes, were always supplied with beer or sweer vino m... dltions that exist
Ing a real effort to suppress the young
shal Oyama liked sweet champagne.
The strategist of the war, Ken. Ko- - toughs that abus9 their lines. In this
they should have the' active and hcim-tiuema, crank claret with every meal
in anv
Kenil foP
cooperation of the city authorities. A
dozen or so disturbers of the
The Board of Health
A countryman walklne ainna
to jail would stop many of the
sent
h
- O
.
.
,
E. E. BURLINGAME & CO.. Duma
jounn nis progress stopped by most, acute annoyances. N. Y. Sun.
u uarrnaue or wood.
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'What's this for?" said he tn a no,.
No Help Needed.
son standing bv.
Hicks I wonder why old malda
Oh, thaL'S to StOD the fever frnm usually thin?
Gold &, Silver Bullion
"
vn ruacHAito.
Wicks Dispensation of Prnvidenno
spreading," rep ed thp nthor h
.
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100 lbB- orc.r load
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lots. of being Jocose.
perhaps. A woman with shnrn oihr.w
IT36-.73- 8
'Ah," said the ennntrvmon
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can maKe ner way through the world
1
MU, it...
uuen. neara or the hoard .f hn.nw wunout tne assistance of any
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In a rural town
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University of
Notre Dame

In Michigan lived

a
family named Beaver, noted for their
hardihood in all manner of naughtiness. They were the exeat torment
of the minister's life. Firfallv nne
of the boys was bit by a rattlesnake
ana sent ror mm. He found the lad
greatly scared and verv nenltent.
After some conversation, the reverend
gentleman closed the Interview
by
prayer.
"O, Lord," he began, "we thank thee
ror rattlesnakes. We thank thee that
a rattlesnake has bit Jim. Send an
other, we pray thee, to bite Tom, and
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dollar down and a dollar per month " py."
Chicago Sun.
"Ugh!" grunted her hubby. "What
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more missionaries over in
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Africa
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the Rich Young Men of Now

York

Are Press

Idlers-Th- ere

Agents and Press
Agents.
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.

tv.--
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NEW YORK. Society might make its calendar
by holICays, must if w.iich such a reckoning
would wrest from tl.eir original pi rposee. Decoration Day, f,;r iu:,tan?c, besir.s the yachting
it is the one day in
season. As for 'lu
more lmpos-Bibl- e
1'. la
upon
which
year
rolling
the
person to be
tic'.ely
a
and unforglwib't for
in town than any otliui diy. And yet
A person high !u ilw '400" told me not a
week ago that he i:ou'.ti not nunc 100 young men
in Bodety ia New York who ave without steady
employment. All scuety has to be arransed upprinciple. That is why bo many
on the "week-end- "
great landed emus arc bj nea' i!ie city instead
of being scattered all oer '.lie coti.itry ag In England or France. Iu K.issia the estate owner goes
in cninmAP in live urinn hia I'linl for a reason
roywhich takes us back to the Middle Ages and tm perpetual "prosripses" of
U.:n'. thun to se.l
alty; It is easier to eat the taxes and rents !n kind upon the
the produce and transport the price of St. Petersburg
lepiW of cotillons
But that's different. Here the haughty and lordly young
law linn. Or he Is a
in Newport Is a meek junior partner in a d wniown
I have even
broker, strenuous occupation enough but ha'dly productive work.
they could Ret
when
lights
society
were
who
newspaper
men
several
known
'
away for a few days. Of course it Is an old Hory that when Mayor McCle.lan
to the auwas a humble exchange editor for a New York newspaper, snlJa
thority of pretty much everybody about .b place, he eouM escape with his
a welcome in
tennis racquet to Newport for a day or two occasionally, sure of
the best houses.

.
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MYSTERIOUS MINTCN.
The man who gave Mayor McClellan has first
Job has bobbed up again Mysterious Maurice Minof
ion. He secniH to have put the Democratic party
New York state in a bag preparatory to walking
off with It.
Minton is a slender man, with features like
tnose of the late Edwin Booth, but shriveled, of
inscrutable calm, with quiet, unobtrusive manners,
He always has his "gumperfect
shoes" on. He was city editor of the Herald when
McClellan applied there for a Job 20 years a?o.
Since then he has mostly been a press agent for
one or another financial Interest, and he has recently accomplished the slick task of rounding up
a majority of the country delegates of the state for
Belmont's plans and, candidates for chairman of the
ot...o .nmmittee nlmriFt before oeoole knew that he
a bit of political work has
had stolen forth in the dark of the moon. So clever
perhaps It will prove as
not been done since David B. Hill's "snap convention;".
fruitless
like that of the
.
It is interesting to note how many press, agents an interestBesides the gum-ho- e
for.
employment
find
can
syndicate
Belmont-Bya- n
transit
candidates for
man , to wrest political power from the better to the worse
n,n,.uto has a bluff,
heartv.
;
cnuiruiauBuii'B,
l"
Slate
talking and an able lawyer
former newspaper man for ordinary
w
way
iaunie
tne
too,
ior
nis
in
fellow,
a splendid
'itors upon legal points in connection with the monopoly's benevolent plans for
preventing the people from spending too much money foolishly.
Such press agents are well paid, it was common RiiuiCurio a
J,
that Mr. J. 1. U. ciarae nuu ueeu cuboe
Clarke has been a big fig- who already had quite a battery of such talent. Mr.
..
0
..a
um u.
ure In New York Journalism, ana noDoay
figures.
against" such a hard UiBk as his present one for any salary Bhort of five
may do in such unpopular
It is difficult for the outsider to see what such men
'
causes. Yet they earn tneir money, i know a
agem J" ""- "
Mr riarke. thouch less widely known, who accepted a pre
carefully limited his duties to
companies.
He
had
Insurance
rottenest
of the
preparing arguments to dissuade people rrom dropping tur.r
while the legislature was reforming the business.
LITTLE

A

!".

GOS SIP ABOUT

his young
Czar Nicholas, delighted at me receive letters from
ceased.
Suddenly
letters
the
him
ordered
importance of the victim,
a
Six months passed, for Knleft
to receive better treatment than the
8USPCnSe.
floannrwlenpV
Sn:l
rtf
tlmo
other captives, and consequently ine
yard
n ha inhnhltrrl was larger than the when, as he entered the prison
dr.ny
exerci,
his
morning
for
one
the
day
ordinary ones, and to this
he saw three women at the other sme
whole area of its wnnewasneu
The first of them had
is covered with Bakunln's calculations, of the yard.
was wlntet
wrapped
must
head
he
her
which
of
some
to write down
as sh(
cloth,,
but
thick
In
a
and
tney
are
have stood on his bed, since
anc
cloth
the
raised
she
him
passed
feet
close under the ceiling, some nine
gol
had
who
wife,
his
was
smiled. It
above the floor.
be near nim.r
i ia iinnmial for orlsoners to cnangc herself arrested to
mrlfo eniipht
but a few
Is
their cells, so that the one tiny room
Impris
their
during
usustay,
him
of
glimpses
their home throughout their
ne
Occasionally
ally prolonged, in Schlusselburg. The onment.
walking in the yard
result is that prisoners, by the tap glimpses of her
SngB.
signals from
exchanged
detne
they
get
to
and
learn
Prior to 1SS9 it appears the condi ping process, Boon
prisoners on distance but never had the opporthe
lives
of
the
of
were
tails
'tions prevailing in the fortress
tunity of speaking to each other.
fimnamtlvplv humane, but in that either Bide of them.
foi
The woman sacrificed her life
'
vpftr a new era of severity was initiat
knowing that sh
of
happiness
the
ed. Three' important concessions were Madman's Awful Eevenge.
husband and that sh
a nrUnner called LlnbomlrolT, WHO was near her
withdrawn from the prisoners. They
to bear the awlu
him
ex-- 1
aiding
was
while
arm
own
save
any
off
his
books
wpre forhiddtn to read
bad blown
life.
prison
of
burden
machine,
roHirimiB ones, thev were forced to take perlmenting with an infernal
withtheir restricted exercise daily alone, was a workingman and entirely wardMental and Physical Wrecks.
the
and
influence,
use
oi
or
allowed
the
not
were
means
and thev
out
of
dislike
The scenes after the release of th
their
of
of
Intended
secret
rtiflnlnl Hcht on the Dlea
ens made no
Wha
ripfV Bit (IcSCr I t)t lOD.
greatest
the
immediate installation of electric him and treated him with
oma fnrth frou those horrible hole
biaus.
AUTOMOBILE, AND COUHT Hi
light. All candles were removed from cruelty. They would deprive him of u,e.-not men but animals; mint THE
ppIIb
nr hen and kick him for failing
h
nd what that means may
young
smart
H e unto.
The
in
conies
only
thi
There
wpre cone, and
,i
me
be Imagined when It Is remembered to have hia cell in order witnm
ooa
in the summer gcta up early Ir tha morning. is
darkness sets in in regulation time, a thing which for mm hnrrihia remnants of the human foul man desk by h.lf past ulne .ino "mkes a
that in
unsnjakably
his
at
hairv.
ninTtert
nigh
ioo
well
condition,
Russia as early as three o'clock in the in his
for the day at tour o'cIock. In summer if he
with eyes that revealed horribly thi
was impossible.
afternoon.
or broker his work is ngai. ne is mc
lawyer
oi
is a
This man finally lost nis reason, mm, cunning born of fighting ior diir
by i nu'verful auto; he puts on a
station
the
the
at
of
starvation
madness
madman,
fnml.
the
of
a
Long.
Seldom-Liv- e
with the Ingenuity
Prisoners
cliaufleur hns brought, takes, the
t'.io
overcoat
light
He
solitude.
prisvengeance.
ahnan and
' The bad food served out to the
planned a terrible
his home- -it
fiid drives
hlnisell
wheel
was
steering
perhaps
Graft by the keepers
oners Is one reason why so few of made a rope by twisting up strips of
n
his man
p.ice
at
five
or
miles
aw;iy
three
mnre re snonslble .for the 6tarvatloi mav be
those sentenced to long terms of Im- his sheets and smeared It with dust
risk. Probably h brings a friend
never
dare
would
In
prisoner!
of
senthe
Invisible
wretchedness
thehr
It
complete
and
.
prisonment live to
and dirt so as to make
The
with him; there may be otuers nt t'ae hour-eAt one time the staple diet the darkness. This rope he tied across than the Inhumanity of the rulers
tences.
l ick cup of tea,
o't
five
a
for
tune
in
arrive
"tollers"
to
sent
thi
soup,
nf his cell some inches Tha guards sold the food
nauseous
on
was a sour, almost
for a couple o? hour of diversion liter that-the eround. When the warden prisoners, and supplied them witl andhorseback,
called "Btschl." It was good enough
or
;h
w
oars
the
the
with
hia anecial enemy appeared rofnae decaved meats ana worm:
for the health, and when, under a
as late as eight
Din.ier is
in a motor-boa- t.
to Improve the diet, its next day. Llnbomlrotf made a gesture heans.
,
as much as
oM'satmy
Is
diets
and
evenlos
o'clock-Madness resulting from
use was discontinued and other less as If to strike him.
may mic- cnance
as
passes
evening
The
' The warden rushed at him, tripped ment and solitary confinement li In town. fh,, prea a dav of country life as foreign to what wjM of us knew as
wholesome food substituted scurvy Brone. and. receiving a tre damp, sunless cells killed almost ai
ecame & regular visitor to the prison,
country life In our boyhood as could be conceive. I. This ix :he 'lfe of the
the result of which Is that the Inside mendous blow from the prisoner, feu many as did disease. The majorit;
,ium uinuiuuui mo nuumui,
wealthier residents for 40 miles bdoui fso
farther-awa- y
of the mouth becomes torn and lacer- senseless. The wretched madman set of the long term prisoners release,'
by trips abroad, to Aiken, to Palm Ptarh, to Newport. For the
varied
out.
wer
dug
more
even
to
was,
fall
begin
were,
and
Un
he
Insane
as
nnennaclous
teeth
him
ated and the,
as
comnua
Monday"
become
has
slay
to
"Friday
the
Newport
places like
con
all
his nails Into the warden's eyes, cut off coughing away their lives with
In many cases prisoners have lost
as In England.
,of their teeth.
his lingers, and after setting his hair sumption.
freMany of them naa uvea oniy h
alight, flung him Into the corridor,
The prolonged darkness is a
hope of vengeance, fought for life foi WHAT MAY BE CALLED A LITERARY ROMANCE.
quent cause of mania, but those prisa ehnnoe to kill a guard, to die witl
kird of "tcrnry romance
After nil. thU Is
oners who retain their reason become
Killed Three Wardens.
In the throat of som
Miss Kar.ny Biooke Van Dyke
clutched
of
engagement
the
talons
months
six
torpid, apathetic, and insensible to
rule,
general
While, as a
and Hamilton Gibson, sras va.n ujKe is me uaugn-to- r
physical pain. But the sense of hear- in the prison saps a man's strength to renrescntatlve of the oppressor. Re
most of them of theli
becomes
conditions,
nt iha Rev.
Ilenrv Van Dvke. of Prlnceon.
ing, under these
he is incapable of lease has robbed
that
extent
an
such
Many cells
The reaction haa left then
ferocity.
Young Gibson, whcl tindn.itcs from Harvard this
extraordinarily acute.
always
not
Is
this
:
resistance,
any
year, is the eldest son of Hie law v u:iam Hamilton
man malnlv helDless, mumbling, half-wi- t
have plastered, walls, so that
the case. On one occasion a seven
h
humanity, incapable o
of
ten
wreeks
Inturer, an uncle
by tapping on them
Gibson, artist, namaUst,
for
.,hMV had been lmorlsoned
'
pasv. but even those prisoners,
of Charles Dana Giiou of "Gibson Girl fame, now
regarded executing the wild deeds their mad
been
had
always
years
and
?W3
bare
planned
are
during
then
named
cells
a
bas
brother
whose
Gibson
In Spain. HamiUcn
the walls of
nt a neaceful disposition, in a sud dencd brains
witn1 hU mother at Wasa-'ngtocaptivity.
who
long
livei.
heoome experts at Interpreting j
:)ana
Gibson
upon
warden.
a
fell
nf frenzv.
Conn. -- .
Ithe taps heard on the locks of the -- ..retail awav his rifle, and stabbed
Tailoring Town.
omec
an
eacn
wun
converse
The late Mr. Gibson a gonial arul gifted man, was
idoors and
neck.
his
in
him
"
In Amiens, France, a city which
an old friend ni ur Van Dyke. ".Tup two met fre- .day- warden instantly fired at
llv'. ..."
fi..th
Americans chiefly for it
to
known
Cell Occupied by Bakunin.
mentlv at the AutbiiV cIuj ill Niw York. It was
In
the
prisoner and wounded him
magnificent cathedral, there is a larg
While wardens are venal enough to the
uoagea
.hrough the rrlendthlp of t.ie fatherj that yotin;
rounu
ne
However,
Industry.
Thousands
accept bribes from friends of prison- shoulder.
which tallorine
cartridges
the
fired
t,ur
Jibson and Miss Van Dyke nut when they were
J
pairs of trousers are made by womet
ers to' allow their charges to break Liiw
magazine or tne nne ana
children."
has tadu;ed the hazards
Their
the
in
were
instance,
own
such,
for
homein their
minor regulations,
He then dropped who no the work
wardens.
i.nio
Dyke was at Smith.
Van
Miss
world
at
Harvard,
a pair. The; of separation. While Gibson was
and receive four
as receiving letters from the
ground apparently mortally In
to
the
Induced
not
d
be
to
sewing
machlnet
were
own
and
their
classmates
they
rfmong
furnish
girl,
outside,
popular
Miss Van Dyke is a charming
jured, but on the waraens rusmng needles and thread.
delightful
,to connive at a captive's escape. It
her
that
to
dedicated
hlmBelf
raised
father
Her
he
home.
very popular at
up to secure him,
,na- in them a a their
j
was ioo uM6'"of his antagonists
"
successful book, "The Blue Flower
for
Comfort.
Cold
'complicity instantly would have been and killed a third
Too
and
the butt of the rifle before he
expert
on
an
found
pass the summer, was made famous
'suspected and they would run the risk with overpowered.
Instruments
Gibbons
Washington, Conn., where the
Not being consid
v....in themselves to take the run- -. was
balloon sent up by the Zurlc)
men'al
writings,
'Ul.imwM&
the, first of which under the title
hanged.
drawings
and
was
Gibson's
Insane he
inatitute of Meterology show that tn by the elder
iaway's plce. The forced inactivity oi ered
in Harper's Magazine about 20
appeared
1897 a revolutionist named Knieff
Hometown"
In
and
Hamlet
insupportable.
"Spring
balloon reached a height of 32,700 feet at
the mind Is
Schlusselburg.
He
to
brought
was
I
104 degrees below freezln, years ago.
The beautiful hilly country appears In, some of Gibson's most sucIn the Schlusselburg fortress, the
been married, and, by brib- and
had
Bakunin,
Just
Michael
dictator,
OWEN LANGDON.
'Dresden
cessful water colors.
was enabled to were tecorded.
of 1848, wa. once con- - ing the warden, he

the amnesty of October 30, 1905,
prisoner
many Russian political
emerged once more Into the light of
day from the gloomy fortresses where
they had been confined, In some cases,
for years. Among these was one Martha Grusenberg, who had been a captive in the fortress of Schlusselburg,
near Lake Ladogor, for over 12 years.
A Jewess by faith, she had unfortu
nately dabbled in nihilism, and was
crushed by the Juggernaut of Russian
aiitnerarv. Soma 20 of the leaders of
the unsuccessful revolt in Moscow were
lately sent to the Schlusselburg, await'
lng them a life of hardship and suffer
Ttv
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Death of a

Prominent Citizen.
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BUSY BEE GRA.PHO PHONE

FREE!

I COLORADO

and

SOUTHERN.

The friends of Mr. Lee Weiler
'will be shocked to henr'of his" sudden duath which occurred Wedncsr
"
day evening at San Rafael hospital,
TO "
Trinidad.
Mr. Weiler had Un in excellent
Mozico
health and spirit having spent the
Ap il 25 to May 5
day Sunday with his wife and
r
One fare for ronud trip.
on the Perico.
Monday morning he wa taken sick
June 25 to July 7
indies- mth whnt appeared to
One fare, plus $2., for round triP.
...
..
:
a
uon oui Drovea 10 ue imwiiuii w
SePt. 3 to 14,
' the bowels.
Drs. North and Clmrl- One fare for rouud trip.
v ton Were culled in and after doing
everything in their power without
being able to give the sufferer any
Liberal
and Stopovers.
relief they decided that an opera
a
free,
will
positively
we
give
To each family of ohr customers
tion would l)e necessary, accord
Write for rate quotations to Mexican, Cuban, Texas,'
ingly he wag taken to Trinidnt graphoplione. The condition Uung that you purchase $20.00 worth of
Louisana, and other Southern" points.
Tuesday night, but was too wo ik goods for cash from our shoe, clothing and (fry goods departments.
Literature descriptive of this Territory sent on application.
to undergo tu operation and bu
We issue coukjiis for each purchase until you have bought the amount
cumlied at 5:10 o'clock on tho eve
T. E. FISHER,
Gen. Pass. Aent,
in full, when we will return for the coupons a machine.
ning of tho 4th.
ut
to
tin
take
was
decided
first
Jt
FK E E 11 KCOR US. Get coupons for all cash purchases in these
Denver, Colorado,
remains to ' Chicago for burin
lepar'nients. after vou have your machine and we redeem the coupons
where Mt. Welters mother tun
'
sister live, but latur the plans were giving record for each $".00 worth Positively only one machine to
changed and the services were lie!
ach family.
,
ai lac tiomu ot lus sister, .Mrs
.Tiicob Sanders, conducted by the
Co
Jewish Rabbi, Dr. Freudetithn
and the body conducted to tlx
SELL EVERYTHING AT
.Jewish cemetery by the Woo Imei
and
DesMoiues. N. M.
Clayton N. M.
of the World of which organi.utioi
Mr. Weiler has been a meniln r for
Contest Notice.
r
V
many yuais and in which he carric
UKI'AIJTM KKT OF THK ISTKHIOU
R. PIERCE, . Proprietor.
Unitkii SrTEtt Land Office,
u two thousand dollar policy
Mkxico. Ji:nk 14. 1M.
j
Good Ris and Careful Drivers,
It was the intention of th Clay A (Yavtox. ulUlitvit having hmn filed
Fishi-ot
V.
ton hxlge to attend in a body if the iu tlii iilll'K byMarilllU
Feed Ynrd and Camp House in Connection.
Maiiwt humiwtimd
S. M..
arrangements were made to intei ;ual-1W1,
for S. E. 3 inch
mtry S. :HM!. iiiihIp Auximt li
$117.50
waijon
on
tin remains in Trinidad ml the juarlcr if IIip $ W, ifnirtiT n( Htictiiiii 5, S.
$2.50
W. (UrtT X. W. inirt'r 8 foot whitlwilla
S. W. iuutiT iiihl
telcraui annotincing the cliangt ,fS.tiii S. Tnwiisliin 31 N., Rnnce i E. by 5
.
N.
$.75.(70
foot Champion Mower
was not delivered until Friday luan A. Li'Z.tiiilesUw, iu whit'li It is uIU'KihI
Juaa V. Lnn has wholly
If you need hardware or iniple- morning after the train had de- '.hat Said
KaWI claim ami ha ht)n abscrt from thf
it vci pay you to write me,
uients
parted, consequently. K.nn Vander-- v aid cUiiu fr ovnr four yaars last past ; ami
mid alli'Kr'l abwDtw from the said liinil
.bat
A. W. TANNER,
rt. Morris llcrzstein and Dr
In the Army.
iran not dun to M
Wherritt were the only Clayton Snvy.or Marliii' Corpx of the Unitixt Stall's as
Kenton Oklahoma,
or .Murine,
ofllrrr.
a prl vat
people present.
during th war with Spain, or dnrinu any other
'
uited States limy Ih piiuiikThe i lif eased was lmru in Ger- war whit'li
14
many
years ago mid came with
Now therefore!
his Mir'iiis to Chicago wheu he Said pnrties are hereby luirillwl tonpH'ar.
"
tonehiuK
was only 4 years old in which city-h- raspond and offer evidence
talion at 10 o'clurk A.M im Aumist in,lttM.hforp CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
.
linn livetl until aliout liftcen the Kexi'ter and
at the United Stiite?
Plans
Specificaand
New Mexico.
in
y yirs ago when he came to the Land Olliee in Claytimhavln
In a pmpiT
The said cNiateslant
tions furnished for
West. Ho was a man of great
tiled Juun It, ltV. set forth fuels which
all kin Is of work.
M
lijnor and integrity with a cheer ihowlhat after due (lllllirenra personalIs service
No.
hereby
if ties noliee ran not be ninde.it
Country work soliciful, jovial (lisiK)rtition th. t endeared ordered and directed thai Mich notice be civeo
ted.
:; ::
publication.
him to all his friends and makes by due and
KltWAun W. KoX. ReKiater.
CLAYTON
::
N. M
::
::
hiui greatly missed in the commun.
h
ity in whif li lie has liv, d.
Mr. WeiK-Icmvs a mother a
CITY
brother, two sisters m.d u wife to
R. T. MANSKERr Prop,
all of whom we extend our sympa
thies and especially to the bereaved
fresl) and Salt meats,-Tane- y
Mife who has lost kit! and loving Can
sales if price is
make
Groceries,
husband and who must return alone uitisfi'ctorv of the following prop,
to the little home where happiness arties:
Country Produce,
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City of
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friends-picnicin-
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flails
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The Clayton
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11

Livery, Feed
goalie Stables

Floershoim Blackvell

PRICES.

t

r

.

Hay and Grain Always Hand
CLAYTON,
M
Phone No 35

S-

l

John Spring, Prop. Clayton

.
- Milmi-r-

-
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Meat Market

E. E. SANFORD..

Fresh and Salt Meats.
Choice Fruits and Vegetables
Stock,
Always

'

!

--

l.

rr

Wanted
THE
Land

r

MARKET

.

qui-.--

will

!

only a memory.

Coal Lands,
Cbolce Truits
Miss Ltda fhonipsoii, who U
Timber Lands,
and Ucdetables
teno'r.iilj..r f(ir a real ehtnte firm
Grazing Lands,
Always in Stock.
Mi Am irilld, sjMut. the Fourth at
Mining Properties,
her home here
Colonization Land.
N. M.
Miss MarUliiw Pull-itof
Properties must lie large and of
Pims Nj. I.
Ivas.. is the guest of Miss
esUlilislicd value, ScvcriUiiillioii
Alice Charlton.
.lollars ready for investment
De Clayton Cafe,
Miss Madge Charlton has returned fioin a visit to Si Joe.
Meals and Lunches at all hours,
Mm. liolton's sister. Mrs, Wil
DAY AND NIGHT.
Hl'GO KUAVEIKi,
IATOX, N. M.
(u)ii and som and da lighter of Ce.
: Bread, Pastry, Vegetables, Fruit,
Imnie, Texan are visiting in tin
'
ity.
JINK SAYRES.
Hams and Bacon.
The best Goods at the lowest
Notice
LIVEUV ANDFKED
Dr. AlUrt J. Caldwell, whose
Prices.
STABLE,
Hnd ted to the Eye, Ear.
ptctic
PIACE.
BEN'S
Camp House in connection
Ifoa m1 Throat, will lie in Clay,
ton. Mnly ibth and tilth, 1SH06 CLAYTON :: :: :: Nv. MEX.
Proposal For School Building
t the oflwe of Dr. J. C. Slack,
Phone No. 61.
Healed bids will lie received by
the Board of Hchoo' Directors of
Distric No. 1, Clayton, New Mexi
AND
co till three o'clock f .M. on the 7tl;
7EMBALMER.
day of July.inOG, for the erection
of Hn aflrlition to the Bchool bnild
A. A. WILT
in at Clayton, Kew Mesicoi Plans
IS now p epared to answer
are on file ut the office of I. H. and
' Country calls
City calls
W. M. Rapp, McO rmib building.
Tlx Tim Jfttm.
Triuidnd. Colonirlo. also at the
Picture Framm
office of the Secy. of the Board nt
Mulling
Moulding
ClaytoDi New Mexico; The Bbard
WILLIAM: HUME BROWl?
Ccbilet a iJ Repair work neatly and reervcs the riht to reject UnV or
.

CLAYTON,

Cha-ant-

e.

Land Scrip Bought
and Sold.

--

J

UNDERTAKER.

i

DENTIST
OR'

at New Sanitarium

A. A.

¬

WILT,

finite
promptly done.

D;Ttt!$iy!e$.

s all bids.
0. T. Toomlir--

tostmes.

i

Si'o'y. of the Board.

CLAYTON, N

85

Phone

.

C.;L.

Ellat-s-

Lumber - Yard
Dealer in all kinds of Building Material
Builder's Hardware, Paints, Oils. &c.
A Good Stock always on Hand.
.

Clayton

New Mexico.

-

N

The R3ev

Tulexico
F3

I Amm

Will sell on Commission Real Estate
and Live Stock.
Property listed with them will be
without cost to the seller.

A. C. Thompson,
Clayton,

-

advertised in the East
"

Unless a sale is perfected.

R, Q. Palmer,
Hew ltlexico.

?

Tn Crimm
E3atdvare

o,

DEALERS IN

General Hardware,
Windmill Stipt)lies4 Paints, Oils,
Titi Shop In Connection.
'tLAYTON,

-

i

NEW

MEXICO.

Etc

under

Suplcment
Clayton Enterprise.

suspen.-.-

n

ot tine rules same by opening, conducting or keep-

the ing occupying or using for Hiiy
purposes specified in the foregoing
sections of this ordinance, any
home or other place as mentioned
therein within the limits of the
town of; Clayton, or within one
mile thereof, without complying
with the provisions of this ordiP.M. June 2Stlv A.D. l'JOG.
ORDINANCE NO, 3.
nance, shall be guilty of a misdeThere being present t tie following members with Uhninnnn N E. An Ordinance Regulating Houses meanor and on conviction shall be
fined in any sum int less than
Charlton in the chinr, Cyrus Rich
of Prostitution And The
ten dollars nor more than twenty-fivmonil, Carl Ekhind and U. T
Inmates of Same.
dollars, or imprisoned in the
Toombs.
Be it ordained by the town town jail not less than ten days
nor more than thirty days, or both
Thu ininuU'jof previous mealing
trustees of the tows op clayton. such fine and bnprisotimont. in the
were rend ami approved,
34 It shall bo unlawful for any discretion of the court.
Moved that t lie rules and order person, either keeper, or master or
This ordinance shall yo into efof business as read by the City mistress to conduct in the town of fect on fhe first day of July, l'.)0(.
Approved June iiOth, lUUfi.
Atty. (). P. Eas'.orwood be adop'ed. Clayton, cr within one mile thereof,
The alx.ve ordinance was read
Moved that the clerk order from any bawdy house, houso of prostiHawkins & Unmet of Trinidad tution, brothel, or house of assigna- the first, second and third time,
under suspension of the rules was
U!i the words
Colo., 20J tag-tion, or any place where lewd wom passed,
"Clayton New .lexico"printed 01 en, commonly known as prostitutes
Ll.'THER 1). (JeoIIGE.
Clerk.
same and that they are to bo num- sha.1TiSse;iible and Jtalico lewdN. E Chauj.ton, Chairman
bered from 1 to 2J0, ad tnys to ness or prostitution, until such
be used on the collars of dogs show-in- person, keeper, master or mistress of the Board- of Trustees of the
that the taxe3 have been paid. of such place shall apply and secure town of Clayton. New Mexico.
Carl Eklun andCrus
Mr. Bolton and family have rentfrom the Town Clerk a premit in
were appointed by Chairman writing describing the place, and ed Mrs, Slack's home and will run
N. E. Charlton, an a special fomit-te- giving the name of the person to a boarding and rooming establishto investigate and report at the
open and ruu such a place, and ment. After a short visit with
regular meeting as to a
shall pay for unci) premit annually Mrs Mclvenzie on the ranch Mrs.
Fiext
place and at what price n City
payable at the rate of 23.00 per Slack will visit her mother in NewCalaboose can b- - built.
ton. Kansas. Miss Minnie will remonth, monthly in advance.
There being no further business
8 3 Every person who may oc main in Clayton- with her music
the board adjourned to meet at 8
cupy nny of the places named in class, and Miss Neva will soon re- o'clock P.M. June), A. D.
of this Ordinance for turn to the conservatory at Den vtr.
Seclion
N, 'l Chaultos Ciiairm:iu.
the purposes of urostitution.orwho
gosl--i
Luther Ckoruis Clerk. may practice lewdness or prostitu- tion within Hie limits of the town Real Estate and Homestead Lo(S).
Pursuant to adjournment the of Clayton,' or within one mile cating Agent, Stock
Bought
Board of Trustees met at 8,o'cloek thereof, shall before becoming aii
and Sold on Commission,
P.M.June SO, A.D. l'JOG.
inmate of such place or places
Texline,
Texas.
All members being present with mentioned in section ill of this or
Chairman N. E, Charlton in the dinance, apply in writing to the
chair.
Bulls For Sale,
owcterk for a perlf?which perMinutes of previous meeting were mit shall jiive the name of such
five year-linI have for
road and approved.
bulls, very high grade. Here
person and. the pine; where
Moved by the board that the she expects to reside, and she shall fords, 'practically thoroughbreds,
bond of tho City Marshal and pay for such permit the sum of all fine big boned, well marked
Pound Keeper be fixed at $300; and sixty dollars, to be paid at the rate animals. May be seen at my
the bond of the city clerk and
of five dollars per month, monthly ranch.
urer be fixed at $1000. .
Fred I. Burch.
ind it is hereby
in advance,
An ordinance regulating and
Clayton N M.
made the duty of the town mar
vagrants was introduced.
shal to colle t or assist in collect
Baptist Church.
An ordinance regulating houses ing fees for "permits required by
Sunday, July 8th, Morning Sormon "Christ
of prostitution and the inmates of this ordinance.
Our Exatnplo;" Evrning "Honor From flocl,
same was introduced and read the
SiiO. Any person violating any How to at it." rim church will observe the
Lord's Supper at tno close of tho Moininir Scrfirst, Becond, and third time, and of the provisions of this ordinance Tice

wandgpted to

ke.jjfcct

on

first day of July A.D. lbW.
There leing no futher business
Council
Proceedings,
the board adjourned to meet Satur
day night July 7. A.D. 15)0(5.
(7)
ft . E, Charlton, Chairman.
Pursuant to adjournment the
Board of Trustees met at S.o.cloek
Luther George, Clerk,
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